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Preface: 
(praise 6e to Mm witfi WHose praise every massage and every discourse 
commences. JAnd Sfessings 6e upon Muhammad the Chosen, the (Prophet and 
Messenger, and on his house and his Companions, who guide men away from error. 
I5n-af-jawzi was Born in (Baghdad in 507 JU{ (1111 Jl.(D.). Mis father died 
when he was just three years ohf. Jdis aunt was so much keen for his study and sent 
him to the traditionaC mosque schooC of that time. "He received his hjiowCedge in 
diverse fiefds from the greatest schoCars of his time and became a renowned orator 
Before reaching his twenties. 
l5n-aC-Jawzi was horn in the SaCju^i period. This time the socio-poCiticaC as 
weCC as reCigious conditions had suffered a great deaC of deterioration throughout the 
whole JlBSasid (Empire. (People deviated from the straight path of the reCigion. They 
even Cost the spirit of brotherhood, peace and prosperity. Jinarchy, sociaC disorders 
and many other evils devastated the masses. In this situation the yiraB societies were 
in acute need of a person who could lead them to recognize ^[mighty JlCCah and his 
Sebved (prophet Muhammad ((^(PVM). So l6n-aC-Jawzi stood Bearing the Banner of 
his oratory and admonitions and played a significant role in preaching. J^t the same 
time he was a great jurisprudent, reformer, critic and IsCamic Scholar. (Besides aCC, he 
was a versatile and proCific uniter. Me urrote innumerable Boohs on Tafseer, Madith, 
Oratory, Jdistory, (Biography,Medicine, Cnticism, lBn-a[-%a[am, Language and 
Literature. Me wrote near aBout 250 Books and no contemporary writer achieved his 
height. 
Wfien we discuss aSout his 600^ A^6ar-aC-J{amqa; this is one of the finest 
Citerary wor^ of I6n-a[-]awzi. This 600^ comprises the stories of the foots of 
different group of peopCe Ci^e Imams, !Muazzins, Teachers, Judges, or the 
(governors. JiCC these stories refCect JlraS society of that era vividCy. WhilJe compiCing 
this 600^ the writer indicates three major oSjectives for compiling this 600^ The 
foChwing three oSjectives shouCd duty he added to the common Citerary and social 
universal value of the Soo^ The first and the main oSjective of the writer By 
compiCing this 600^ is that ; 
(When the inteCCigent peopCe iviCC go through these stories, they wiCC 
recognize their own taCent given 6y JlCCah and wiCC e:>Q)ress their gratitude to 
Ji Cmighty for not Being created as fooCs in the society). 
SecondCy iBn-aC-Jawzi says that 
AI^I^^AIMAS (qfte stories of fooCs or careless 
persons might put the alert person on guard against fooCishness through practice and 
effort But udth condition that they are not that ^nd of fools who are so By Birth). 
The author descriBes the third reason for compiCing this Boo^ By saying; Q\ 
y^\ ^ ^If-JI O^ (^J C ^ - A J '^^ c ^ Vj j -^^ Cr* c W -^ (The man udlC refresh 
their mind By going through the Biography of these iCCfatedpersons to reCcu^ after 
their eyfiausting and puzzCing serious joBs). What has Been said aBout iBn-aC-Jawzi 
Ill 
tHat He was a compiler rather tHan a writer is noticed throughout the chapters of this 
600^ 
Jis we ^ow, that I6n-a[-jawzi, an Istamic schofar, reformer as wett as a great 
thinker of MusCim worHf of his age, was Basically not a humorist. (But 6y compiCing 
such kind of stories of the fooCs, perhaps he satiricaCCy wanted to amend the societies 
as weCC as regain the consciousness among the masses to respect their ej^ecutive post 
6y appointing deserving persons. 
It is to Se noted that in this 6ook^ l6n-aC-Jawzi compifed aCC sort of the 
absurdity of the fooCs irrespective of the actuaC content of humour. 'Thus he 
preserved a great deaC of the fiterary treasure of the JiraS society. These stories are 
universaCy appCicadCe and can he enjoyed 6y the people of different ethnicities, other 
than J^rahs. 
(Regarding aCC these facts, the worth and relevance of the Sook^ were to 6e 
judged and analyzed in the Cight of Ihn-aC-Jawzi's success in creating a sense of 
humour. That is why I have taken up this study and chosen this topic for my CM. 
(phiL 
I took, up my dissertation with the intention of writing it in JiraSic hut in 
course of my research I found that the Sook^ JAkhbar-al-^amqa has not been 
translated into 'Engfish and a writer like Ibn-aC-Jawzi deserve the place in the cannon 
of world literature, ^is bookj which primariCy deaCs with the fooCs and careCess 
persons in general, has the universal element, which appeals to all people 
irrespective of any region and country. Throughout my research I have endeavored 
IV 
to capture the essence of the 600^ j4.^h6ar-aC-!H'amqa aticf I have -penned down my 
finding in 'EngCish so that l6n-aC-Jawzi's personality and his 600^ Ji^6ar-aC-!}{amqa 
may 6e acknowkdged to aCC the people rather than to confined it to the JiraSic 
world. This worl<^ further can 6e extended and the 600^ can Be compared to world 
humorist fiterature. 
Jis far my dissertation is concerned I have divided my wor^ into four main 
chapters. 'First chapter deaCs with the socio-poCiticaC circumstances of iBn-aC-Jawzi's 
contemporary society and highCighted the JA66asid periods as a whoCe. 'EspeciaCCy I 
have discussed, in detaiC, about the SuCju^ (Period when Ihn-aC-Jawzi was Born and 
grew up. 
In the second chapter, I have s^tched the Cife of iBn-aC-Jawzi; particuCarCy 
his Birth, education, service as weCC as his contriBution as an orator, reformer and 
versatile writer with some specimen. 
In chapter third, I have incorporated the various opinion of literary critics of 
iBn-aC-Jawzi's wor^ along with the Cist of his major wor^ of different fields. Then I 
have focused upon his some important workj in details. 
The fourth chapter deals with the Boo^ Ji^Bar-al-Jfamqa and was my main 
oBject of analysis. Jifter introducing the Boo^ I have summarized all the chapters of 
it for the Better understanding of its worth and relevancy in the light of its literary 
value. While summarizing the chapters, I have selected few stories or events of the 
fools or the careless persons to the related chapters and I thin^ these few stories are 
quite enough to reflect each chapter as a whole. 
TinaCCy I Have penned down few pages criticaCCy anaCyzing the 600^ 
Ji^ltSar-aC-Hamqa. TirstCy I have discussed something about 'humour', its purpose 
and some important wor^ in Jirahic Citerature upto J466asid period. I have focused 
on the intention of he writer by compiRng this 600^ and tried to categories the 
stories of ^^Sar-aC-'Kamqa into severaC groups. In additions, I have also pointed out 
some merits and demerits of the 600^ in Brief Thus I tried to draw a conclusion 
regarding its evaluation and place in the humour tradition literature. 
In conclusion, it is indeed a matter of great pleasure to e:xpress my deep 
sense of gratitude to some of my Benefactors and several friends. 
Tirst of all I want to e:}q)ress my profound gratitude and sincere thanh^ to my 
supervisor (Dr. Taizan (Beg, 'Reader, (Department of JiraBic, Jl.^M.lJ., Jiligarh, for his 
Benevolent guidance, sympathetic Behavior, ^en interest and devotion through the 
tenure of this wor^ The continuing interest he has shown during this wor^ greatly 
encourage me to complete this wor^ timely. 9{e meticulously read and commented 
on the manuscript. I am greatly indeBted to him. 
I am sincerely than^l to (Prof Sahihuddin Vmri, Chairman, (Department of 
JiraBic, J^.O^.l)., ^iligarh for providing the necessary facilities to carryout this wor^ 
and also wish to ej(temf my heariiest than^ and gratitude to all my teachers whose 
inspiration and co-operation help me a lot. 
I am also thanhful to all my friends and fellow schohirs especially to CMr Z. 
%_ JiCimi, Mr. Mohd. Muslim, Mr. T. JlyuBi and I do not hesitate to e:i(press my 
sincere gratitude to those of the 'English fellow scholars Mr. JdaBiB SuBhan, Mr 
VI 
Shahidul, Mr. Kumran, Mr. Md Shani and Mr. Ashique from whom I frequently 
seek help to maintain the standard of English language. Further more I am also 
highly indebted to my elder sister Mrs. J. Nahar, brother in law Mr. Asamuddin 
Ahmed,elderbrotherMr. I. A. Biswas and to my younger sister Miss. H. Sultana for 
who never objected my absence and never let me feel the emotional detachment 
throughout my research work. 
At last but not the least, words fail me to express gratitude to my father Mr. 
Abdul Mannan Biswas and my beloved mother!. Bibi for their constant love, 
affection, selfless help and unfailing encouragement. In reality only their meticulous 
guidance and teaching have made me what I am. I can do nothing for them but to 
pray saying ij,aJL-a^yUjjL5'L«_4^.-^j|i_ijMyLord! Have Marcy on them both as 
ti^ eydidcareformewhenlwaslitde. (Quran 17:24) 
Md Akbar Aii Biswas 
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Chapter One 
Socio-Poiiticai Circumstances in the Age of 
ibn-ai-Jawzi 
In a sense, the background of life of any individual is the 
whole previous history of his civilization. For an understanding of 
Ibn-al-Jawzi, it will be sufficient to have a glance at the period from 
the rise of Abbasids in 132 A.H. (750 A.H) till the Saljuki came, 
because this great personality grew up in the last phase of Abbasid 
dynasty during the Saljuks rule. 
Abbasid dynasty began with the accession of Saffah in 132 A. 
H. / 750 AD and came to an end, after Mustasim's Khilafat with the 
destruction of Baghdad by Mongols in 656 AH/1258 A.D. This 
dynasty proclaimed a series of thirty seven Khalifahs and ruled over 
four hundred and twenty four years. The historians divided this long 
period of time into four main divisions, 
i. Golden Period (^^illl^y*-a*ll) 132AH/750 AD - 232 A.H./847 AD 
ii. Turkish Period {J'jil\jj.o^\) 232 A.H./847 A.D. -334 A.H. 946 A.D. 
iii. Buwaihid Period (^^4J^l^yj-uJl)334AH/946AD-447A.H./1005AD 
iv. Saljuq Period. {^y:cLA\y.a^\)447 AH/1055 AD-656AH/1258 AD 
GOLDEN PERIOD: This Period lasted for about one hundred 
years and there were nine Khalifahs who succeeded into throne . 
The government system of this period was very strong and powerful. 
All the Khalifahs were independent and head of the states, Socio 
-political as well as economic developments were noticed in 
everywhere. Besides, the Khalifahs were the patrons of the poet, 
scientist, literary men, astrologer or the archeologist. Bait-al-Hlkmah 
was established and many foreign books were translated into 
Arabic. Thus the period flourished in full swing in diverse fields. 
TURKISH PERIOD: After the death of Mutawakkil, the decline 
of the empire set in rapidly. Turkish soldiers who were the head of 
the army elected the Khalifahs or deposed them as they wanted or 
they fulfilled their demands by the rebellion or assassination of the 
Khalifahs. Thus the next Khalifahs of this dynasty were unworthy and 
inefficient. The dominating power of the Turkish soldier resulted in 
the establishment of a number of independent states during the 
succeeding years. The conditions of the Khalifahs were so bad that 
R. A. Nicholson describes in his famous book 'Literary History of the 
Arabs' " — Every vestige of real power is centred in the 
Generalissimo (Amirul-Umara) who stand at the head of the army, 
while the once omnipotent Caliph must needs to be satisfied with the 
empty honours of having his name stamped on the coinage and 
celebrated in public prayer. " (1) 
BUWAIHIDS PERIOD: When Mustakfi became Khalifah, he 
was pressed hard by the Turkish who became all in all in the state 
from the time of Mutawkkil . In order to free himself from the iron 
yoke of the Turks, he sought the help of the Buwaihids. Khalifah 
Mustakfi made Ahmad bin Buwaihid his Ameer-al-Umara. But very 
soon he became the virtual ruler of the empire and Khalifah was 
merely his dependent receiving a daily allowances of 500 dirhams 
from the public treasury. The Buwaihids dominated the Khilatat for 
more than a century (334-477 A.H) and yet many of the Buwaihid 
Ameirs were patrons of scientists and literary men. 
SALJUKI PERIOD: The Saljuki dynasty was established by 
Tagril Beg.The Abbasid Khalifah Qaim sought the assistance of 
Tagril at the critical juncture of his throne. Responding the Khalifah's 
call Tagril drove out the last Buwaihids (447 A.H) from Baghdad and 
strengthen his position to the Khalifa. Basically they were Turkish 
slave and ruled over two hundred years. In this period Ibn-al-Jawzi 
was born (508 A.H) and grew up. So here we shall discuss about 
this dynasty in details to understand well the socio-political 
circumstances of Ibn-al-Jawzi. 
Brief Introduction of Saljuks: 
1. A literary History of the Arabs p. 264 
Saljuks are the Turkish slave used to serve the Turkish rulers. 
Saljuk (( j j-? ^ '") their leader had a good character, was generous 
and brave person . When Turkish ruler found in him his latent and 
skillfullness, drew him near and giving the title Sabash (jiUj-u) made 
him chief commander of the army . This special status for Saljuk in 
army gave him inspirations to do his best further. He became 
famous and drew people's attaintion toward him .When the wife of 
the ruler noticed public's inclination towards Saljuk she feared at the 
ruler's position and told the ruler to kill him. But very soon Saljuk 
understood ruler's intention. So gathering all his army men and 
companions went off from Turk to Muslim territory where proclaimed 
Islam for gaining the assistance from Muslim rulers and began to 
attack the neighbour states or the provinces under Turkish 
government, thus he established his positions. 
Saljuk had several sons. Among them Mikail and Arslan were 
well known. When Mikail died, his three sons went to their uncle 
Arslan and Arslan was ruling in Bukhara at that time. On the other 
hand ,the political condition of Baghdad was very bad. The 
domination of the Buwaihid's was about to come to an end. Malikur 
Rahim bin Buwaiya was Amirul Umara of Kalifah Qaim-bi-Amrillah 
( A U I ^ U ^ L S ) . In this situation Abul Harish Arslan who was known as 
Al-Basasiri and also a slave of Amirul-Umara Malikur Rahim, wanted 
to topple down the Abbasid throne forever. When Khalifah Qaim 
knew Basasiri's intention, he had nothing but to seek the assistance 
from the Saljuki rulers. In this time Tagral Beg was in Rai . Availing 
the opportunity of responding the Khalifah, Tagral Beg approached 
to Baghdad along with his armymen. The Khalifah welcomed him in 
Baghdad and gave him the titleA^j^l^y—x>t^^ \„ / (Right hand of 
Amirul Mumeneen). Tagril Beg drove out the Buwaihids from 
Baghdad and prisoned Malikur Rahim in Rai and when Basasiri 
knew Tagral Beg's arrival to Baghdad, he left Baghdad along with his 
comrads and went to ' Rajsa ' In this way shi'ites power in Baghdad 
ceased. 
In order to cement the ties between the Abbasids and the 
Saljuks, Khalifah-al-Qaim married a niece of Tagral Beg, Khadeja 
Khatun, a sister of Alp Arslan. In Turn Tagral Beg married a daughter 
of Al-Qaim . 
During the Abbasid Khalifahs Saljuks period lasted for 97 
years but the first five rulers are considered to be the great rulers and 
the greatness of the Saljuks extended for first 37 years. After Tagral 
Beg ,Alp Arslan carried on further conquests. He conquered Syria, 
Hijaz, Armenia, Yemen. But under Malik Shah , the successor of Alp 
Arslan, the Saljuks reached the pinnacle of their greatness. Malik 
Shah did many things for his subjects. He established resting places 
for the protection of merchants and travelers, built roads mosques 
and hospitals. Peace and prosperity prevailed throughout the whole 
empire and under him Saljuk empire extended from the border of 
China to the Mediterranean and from the Georgea to Yemen. Malik 
Shah also used to pay his outmost regard for the khalifah. 
With the death of Malik Shah the power of Saljuks began to 
decline and they could never rise again in the Eastern horizon. The 
successors of Malik Shah rose in power but whole period was 
marked by turbulence, civil war and hostility with Khalifahs. The 
domains of the Saljuk came to be rocked by succession disputes. 
Anarchy .social disorder and many disturbance elements were 
noticed everywhere. After Malik Shah the Sultans who came in 
power were, Mahmud, Berkiyarnk, Malik Shah II Muhammad, Daud, 
Tagral Beg II and Masud. The Saljuk rule came to an end in 1194 
when Khawarzan Shah captured the Seljuke dominions after the 
battle of Raj in 1194 A.D. After Malik Shah, the supremacy of the 
Khalifahs seized. They survived but only by name. They had no any 
power to fulfill the public desire. Their names only were being read 
on Khutbah. This time the Saljuki Sultans conferred upon 
themselves the title A LJi J_J i which was only for the Khalifahs , 
sometime they conferred upon themselves the title ^^•' - j ->J)j ^'\ 
(Ameer-al-Mumeneen). Even they did not mind to humiliate the 
Khalifahs. For instance.we see that Masud, the last Saljuki Sultan 
captivated the Khalifah and whole Baghdad went into mourning at 
such disagrace. This time Saljuki rulers were divided among 
themselves. They involved in succession disputes, very often they 
fought for supremacy and a series of revolt was noticed. In 1104 
A.D. Barkiyarnk was succeeded by his minor son Malik Shah II 
(1104-1118). At this stage the Saljuk dominions were divided 
between two rules. Malik Shah II in the east and Muhammad in the 
west. The division was regarded as a source of weakening among 
the Saljuks. In this time Mustahzir was the Khalifah and Ibn-al-Jawzi 
was born during his reign. 
If we focus a light on the society during the Saljuki period, 
then obviously, we see that there were several kinds of people living 
together in the society. The society was the mixing component of 
Arabs, Turkish, Persians and Romans. All of them had their own 
culture .tradition, thinking, living manner and style. These elements 
created a gap between the people in society. But yet the most 
common factor which united the society was Islam. Islamic spirit was 
prevailing everywhere but to some extent in distorted figure. This 
time Islamic expeditions made great progress over all directions. The 
booties, captured wealth would come abundantly. So the upper 
classes led their life in luxury and pleasure while the lower or middle 
class people were in bad condition. Very often poverty put them in 
trouble and hardship. , ^ i l l says describing the position of the lower 
class people. ASUIIJ ^ ^ I ^ d ^ C^ic ^ Qu\hl\ ^ l j ^ \ CitloLJI" 
(I> "-iSxJI ^  Qin w ,1 ^^\ ^JJIA. (Poor class people suffered starvation 
and poverty to such an extent that some of them were compelled to 
eat dead body). The taxes were increased in its utmost limit. The 
merchants, traders and the businessman could not bear the burden 
of highly paid taxes. On the other hand,upper class people like 
Ameers, Khalifahs or high rank officials would enjoy their tax free life. 
Due to all these reasons the society fell prey of the flattery, 
conspiracy, corruption, envy, spionage and calumniation. The 
calumniation was so common among the people that it distorted the 
affairs. Regarding this fact. , ^ i i l says: 
4^L ^yu- ^ AkA^S cj^tii j_^VI C A A ^ J CiJS^ J5 CA±IUA\ CiilT 
(The calumniation exceeded the limit and the affairs were 
distorted so the khalifah announced that whoever will calumniate 
1. Miratuzzaman (jUjJi «V)p. 353. 
anyone his property will be destroyed). In the same way the bribery 
also crept in the veins of people. 
Above all, when we look into the age of Ibn-al-Jawzi, we find 
that there were three classes of the people living in the society, i. 
Higher class people (Ai-aL«JI ??jU W); they were Khalifahs, Ameers 
and higher rank officials. They have had all means to enjoy their life, 
ii. Middle class people ( Ak^^J^JMa jln \\) : they were merchants, 
traders or the other profession men. They also led their life in better 
positions but were tiresome to pay high taxes. But the most distress 
and wretched people were those who belonged to the lower class 
(A-»\_«iJ|A2_jJa_l|). They were deprived from all the means of the life. 
Their numbers were large in society but were used up as servant or 
in other mean works. Unemployment increased in the society. These 
people forget the aim of life. Public did not respect their own kins. 
We also notice the highly decorations or unnecessarily pomp 
and show in the marriage celebration. Higher classes people always 
arranged all to enjoy it fully according to their desire. In this regard 
Ibn-al-Atheer {j^\ ^\)says. 
^ j j d • r A i ^ ^ y i . ^ I j ^ i Ci!>lL». ^ e i j l i i j ^ i f i l (^ji c ^ i i y ' 
(i> "cyij^^\ J^j^\y:^hj^^^^ ^ > ^ J ->^^ 
1. Al-Kamil fi-al-Tarikh (^.jUJi ^ J^l^i) p. 10/183 
! • 
(For this we see the comfort and luxury in marriage 
ceremonies. In 502 A.H. Khalifah Mustazhir married the sister of 
Sultan Muhammad bin Malik Shah by one lakh dirham Mehr.. Dinar 
and dimonds were scattered (distributed) among people.) 
All these things happened in the society because the 
governing body was so polluted. They did not take care of the public 
welfare. They would think nothing but their pompous and luxurious 
life and these things played an important role to destroy the strength 
of the society. People lost the spirit of brotherhood, peace and 
prosperity. These were the socio-political circumstances during 
which Ibn-al-Jawzi was born and gave the society something 
precious which made him unforgettable in the pages of history over 
the ages. 
Chapter Two 
Life Sketch of Ibn-al-Jawzi 
Ibn-al-Jawzi is among those few reputable persons who had 
extraordinary dynamic personality and unparallel genius. His diverse 
contribution to different fields of Arabic and Islamic sciences is 
unignorable. As a writer and an author he had shown his mastery not 
only in science and arts but also in the field of Hadith and Tafseer. 
As a linguist he had a great command over Arabic language and 
literature. Apart from this, he has offered us a good amount of his 
poetic compositions. All these valuable works placed him at the 
zenith of admiration over the ages. 
His real name is Abul Faraj Abdur Rahman bin Ali. ^ j_ iJ l j_ j | ) 
(^^ j^jj i :r*-^j-^' ^-^ He is associated to Jawz, a tribe of Basrah that 
happened to be the home town of his ancestors. Coming of the 
respectable Quraish family that traced its genealogy to the first 
Caliph of Islam Abu Bakr Siddiq (R.A) ,Ibn-al-Jawzi was born in 
508A.H/1114A.H. The ancestral root of Ibn-al-Jawzi has been 
mentioned in ' * !>^ ) ^tAcI jj j-j 'for ^^ J^ x»A.i ^ ^ AA^M ^^ iJ) f>»-o-i3i ^ l-»*yi 
j ^ i l l ^jLofi-as follows: 
OAc ^^ Alii iiA£. j^l ^ ^ .^^^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I I A C , 2 > ^ 1 >?i 
X«^M ^ ^\2l\ A±ul\ ^ t (2^*^^^ " ^ ^±Sil\ ^\ Alii ll£' QJ Xg^ TCA ^ ^ I 111 l i t 
^JSl\ . ( j j i ^ l ^ ^^1 ^1 ^ j AA^ AU\ ^^±^ -LUI J _ ^ J ALA^ ^ \ 
(1 X^^Lli^l ^JilJboil < ^ ^ i ^^-xOll 
[Abul -Faraj, Abdur Rahman bin Ali bin Muhammad bin Ali bin 
Ubaidullah bin Abdullah bin Hammadi bin Ahmad bin Muhammad 
bin Jafar bin Abdullah ibnal Qasim bin Nadar ibnal Qasim bin 
Muhammad bin Abdullah bin Abdur Rahman ibnal Qasim bin 
Muhammad bin Caliph Abu Bakar Siddiq (R.A), al-Qarashi , Attamimi 
, al Bakri, al Baghdadi ,al Hambali.] 
Baghdad was the birth place of Ibn-al-Jawzi. His forefathers 
were coppersmith by profession, so he often used to write his name 
# 
as 'Abadur Rahman bin 'Ali Assaffar (jli-jJa—ll- coppersmith). When 
Ibn-al -Jawzi was merely a young boy at the age of three, he lost his 
father. Since that time he was brought up by his aunt. His aunt sent 
him to the mosque school where he took his lessons from 
Muhammad bin Nasir- al -Hafiz (laaUJ|jjL^bj^x.-j^-») and got much 
knowledge of Hadith literature and became a good orator before 
reaching twenty. Then, it is said, he went to great teachers and 
scholars of that time to receive his education. There were nearly 
seventy eight teachers from whom he acquired his knowledge. He 
received the knowledge in Fundamental of Islamic Jurisprudence 
2. Siarul 'Alamin Nubala( s.*>U'C*AP'j^--) P- 21/365 
from Abu Bakr Addainouri (cgj j ' 'J^ ^i j ^ , i j - j | )and language and 
literature from Abu Mansoor -al-Jawallqi(^_^i_^ljj.jL-a_l-»j_j|).Apart 
from them some of his prominent teachers are: 
(I) Abul Qasim bin al Hasnain. 
(II) Abu Abdullah -al - Husain bin Muhammad al-Bari 
(III) 'Ali bin Abdul Wahid - Addainouri, 
(IV) Ahmad bin Ahmad al - Mutawakkil, 
(V) Ismail bin Salih-al-Muaddin and many more. 
When Ibn-al-Jawzi received his education from the prominent 
scholars of his age and completed his study, he paid his attention to 
teaching in verious schools of Baghdad. In Darb-e-Dinar, he 
e s t a b l i s h e d a s c h o o l d u r i n g t he r e i g n of K h a l i f a 
al-Mustada( ^^1in1m« \\) named "Madrasatu-lbn-al-Jawzi. Regarding 
this madrasa he says.(>«j j iH*t2 l t jC i i j I j |^^^* tJ l lv^ \ j iA*y i^ j_ i^^ j " 
( I) "^ j lk i l l ^ Luj.^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ j t ^^ji C i ^ l a j ^ < ^ S^j*^ ig^j"^ r^ 
(3rd Muharram, on Sunday, I started to deliver lectures in my 
Madrasa at Darb-e -Dinar, so as far I could remember that there 
were fourteen kinds of sciences (were being taught) at that time) 
Sometimes he used to deliver his oratorical speech in this Madrasah. 
He says about an incident in 574 A.H. 
1. Al-Muntazam (,JaiiJi)10/ 250 
i r 
(I) OIJJVI (3ii. ^ ^ .1^1 ^ ^ UjU. *^U>J| 
(On Saturday, at the beginning of Ramadan, I delivered the 
speech in my IVIadrasa at Darb-e-Dinar. The crowd was so large that 
the doors were to be closed. Besides his own school he taught in 
four other Madarsas in Baghdad and he himself mentions ^_^jLj-ay' 
(2)"oiijlA-»(j*i*a.^j_Lli -( Today I have five Madrasas). The remaining 
four Madrasas where he laught were; 
A: Madrasa Banfasha 
B: Madrasa -Abu-Hakeem 
C: Madrasahtu- Babil-Azj 
And D: MadrasatuI Mukhrami. 
No doubt, Ibn-al-Jawzi had a great reputation in the filed of 
education and was great preacher and active in rel igious 
circumstances. That is why the students would come to be taught in 
his Madrasa from far off places. In all the Madrass he taught with 
loyalty and sincerity and he was a success in his teaching skills. 
Many of his students also contributed a lot in the field of Arabic 
Literature. Some of his renowned scholars are 
(i) Ibn-an - Najjar ( j U l l l ^ l ) 
1. Al-Muntazam (,»JiiiJi) 10/285. 
1. Al-Muntazam (,»li::^i) 10/284. 
(ii) Ibn-al-Bukhari ((sM^\c^\) 
(iii) Taqiuddin Abu Muhammad Taiha al 
-Alathi ( ^^ i l * i iA« iL . i *^_^ |^^ | ,y j ) 
(iv) Fakruddin ibn-Taimiyah (^u^jSj^j^^iJIy^) and many 
others. 
On Friday night , 12th Ramadan in 597 A.H.(1201A.D) 
Ibn-al-Jawzi left for his heavenly abode leaving behind him three 
sons and four daughters and a large number of his followers. His 
three sons are Abdul Aziz, the eldest one. Abul Qasim Ali, the 
second one. Abu Mohiuddin Usuf, the youngest.His danghters are 
Umme, Sharfun Nisa, Zainab and Zohra. Ibn-al-Jawzi was buried in 
Bab-e-Harb, 
Ibn-al-Jawzi, a prolific and versatile author and orator, had an 
impressive fair complexion, good character, soft spoken and sweet 
voice since his childhood. These qualities placed him in the peak of 
public admirations and coming from distance land they used to burst 
out to attain his oratorical speech. He always kept himself engaged, 
without wasting a precious minute, in reading or writing. It is noted 
in*!>biJ)^!iL&lj_Ui» that he used to write four copies daily throughout 
his life. He would also take special care of his health. He kept his 
n 
health sound by taking balanced diet which did not affect his mind 
rather than to sharpen his intellect. He used to dress himself in 
decent and sober clothes . 
It is also to be mentioned here that Ibn-al-Jawzi was a man of 
letters and a well renowned scholar. Sharp intellectual was a 
hallmark in his scholary career. He has given innumerable examples 
of his inteilectualism and quick presence of mind. The brilliant 
example of his ready wittedness we notice when some shi'ites asked 
him whether Abu Bakr Siddiq (R.A) is better or ' AN (R.A). The 
answer which he replied was neither disputed nor onesided. He 
simply told {^)"41^ JiinCiii]^^l^^Lj^aM" [The better of these two 
is he under whom his daughter is (in marriage)]. Another person 
asked him "^ j i i i - i i j l ^ojuii JjLJa-al \-^^\- which one of the two is best? 
Shall I glorify Almighty Allah or utter Istagfar? He replied the answer 
from where reflected his sharp inteilectualism . He told: ^_^ lu j j_ i i r ' 
(2)"jy^\cy^( j j- j t in \\^\2>^i ( The dirty garment is more need a 
soap than the incense). 
Ibn-al-Jawzi was not only a man of profound knowledge in 
every subject but also a pious man and he was very fond of 
worshiping. His grandson Abu! Muzaffer said that in every weak he 
would finish the recitation of whole Quran. He did not use to joke or 
1. Siarul 'Alamin Nubala( i%:i\fU\jr^) p. 21/371 
2. Miratuzzaman (jUjJi i\y)p. 8/490 
IZ. 
comic with any person. In his childhood he would not play with 
anybody. He did not eat any forbidden food. He would engage 
himself in worship (ibadt) for whole night. He would always 
remember Allah. Describing some of his characteristic in his famous 
book ' said -al Khatir' (^UJI io jua); Ibn -al -Jawzi himself says" that 
earlier he wanted to spend his life as an ascetic person. He was 
punctual to his fast and Nafal prayers. He would feel sorrow over that 
period of time which he could not avail in worshiping. But later he 
accompanied some of the rulers and Khalifahs of his ages. He would 
frequently visit them in their palaces. In this time he could not justify 
the forbidden foods. As a result he felt, that the sweetness of the 
prayer began to go away from his heart. So he repented to Allah and 
visiting some of the pious person's tomb (grave) he prayed to Allah 
for regaining that sweetness of the heart. At last Almighty Allah 
blessed him with his immense bounty, and he did not turn back to 
that of the rulers and Khalifahs anymore and devoted himself in 
remembering Allah" (1) 
Ibn-al-Jawzi , in another place of this book, describes his 
another characteristics ' that he had a great passion for acquiring 
knowledge. He wanted to reach the peak of the knowledge 
irrespective of all subjects. Then wanted to have command over all 
1. Said al-Khatir >uJiA-^p. 120 
lA 
subjects. But he feared that the short span of life would not permit 
him to fulfill his desires.' 
His Oratorical Speeches 
Ibn-al-Jawzi had an extensive knowledge in various fields of 
the sciences and literature. But the most important thing which 
made him popular was an extraordinary skill of his oratory. He was a 
great preacher. The impressive art of his preaching, fluency and 
eloqency made him acquainted with all the people. 
Ibn-al-Jawzi was born at a time when social, political as well 
as the religious conditions in Baghdad were very poor. The economic 
breakdown was also threating the general morality. Anarchy, social 
disorder and so many disturbing elements were very common 
among the people. They indulge themselves in luxury and worldly 
pleasure far from righteousness. The societies were in acute need of 
a person who could lead them to right path or who could show them 
the light to recognize Almighty Allah and His beloved Prophet 
Muhammad (BPUH). So Ibn-al-Jawzi stood bearing the banner of his 
oratory and played a significatant role in preaching. He called the 
people to get up from their slumber in unlawfulness and induced 
them to root out the superstitions from the society. 
Ibn-al-Jawzi was so much God -fearing, wise, sober and pious 
19 
person since his boyhood. All these qualities helped him to win 
public attention to his speeches. He memorized the Holy Quran and 
studied the Hadith literature to his respected teacher Addainouri and 
then practiced the oratorical speeches. He became distinguished in 
this field while still he was a teenager. It is to be mentioned here that 
when one of his teachers died ,he wanted to succed his oratorical 
post in Jame-Mansoor. But his underage factor came as hindrance 
in his way. Later when people discovered his talent in oratory they 
sought his appointed for that post. 
Ibn-al-Jawzi, on every Saturday night, would arrange a 
session in front of his house and used to deliver speech. Coming 
from all directions , irrespective of all social classes people would 
used to crowd these sessions. People also used to rush to attain him 
in Jame-Mansoor, Jame-al- Qasar in Rusafa and in Bab-e Badar. 
Ibn-al-Jawzi devoted a long period of time in this service. His 
grandson Addahbi (^_jAAill)the writer of o^ j ^ ^e ' j ^ says t>»^i ^ - ^ " 
(1)"Alfc*ij^j^j|j^jir'lAi-a -( people listened to his speeches for more 
than forty years). Addahbi again says that (2) JicjJ) *)_^ j-«la. JA -(He 
is the bearer of banner of oratory). 
Listening to his speech a large number of wicked people 
could not control themselves but repented towards Almighty Allah 
1. Miratuzzaman ( ju^ i i'\y) p. 8/482 
1. Miratuzzaman (o^-jJi 5i>) p. 8/482 
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and determined to purify their heart. Attaining his lecture a number of 
people embraced Islam. Regarding this fact Addahbi says that: 
(1 )"ji\jju»:ij (S^,^ ^ i LS^ J^ ^ i j ^ \ ^ ^ is^ ^ v ^ J 6.ii^!" 
(At the last stage of his Ufe, I heard him saying on the Minber: 
'I wrote two thousands book by these two fingers of mine, and one 
lakh people repented toward Allah and one thousand Jews and 
Christians embraced Islam at my own hands') 
Even we can guess the power of his magical influence on 
preaching that attracted people mentioned in "*!>b:iJI^!5Lc.|j_Lu»"for 
"^j^ i i l o ^ * ^ c^ ^ ^ ai • ^ * ' " oi^^ (>L«jji ^ UV i " that 
(He was very profound and famous in the field of oratorical 
speeches. The kings , the ministers, some of the Khalifas, the 
Imams and distinguished persons used to attend his sessions, and 
his sessions would throng not less than thousands of people 
Specimen of his oratory: 
2. Miratuzzaman (o^jJi«!^) p. 8/486 
1. Siarul 'Alamin Nubala( j ^ i j . ' i U i ^ p, 21/370 
n 
(1) ^ jjiuu. C u j J A I ^ 1 : J5\2l) 
(O Amir-al-Mumineen if I speak I fear you and if I keep silent, 
I fear upon you. But I prefer the fear upon you to the fear of mine. A 
good advisor says that to tell some body that' O person fear Allah' is 
far better than telling any body that ' you are descendent of Holy 
Prophet Muhammad (BPUH) and you are forgiven people) 
His Writing Style: 
Ibn-al-Jawzi wrote a large numbers of books in diverse fields 
through out his life. If we peruse his works , we can guess his writing 
style very clearly. He is unique and peculiar from that of the other 
writers of his age. He is a writer of 600 A.H. In this era, the writers 
only paid their attention to decorate their words. Their writings were 
void of expressions. So especially in this era the Arabic literature 
descended down from its pinnacle of the glory. Whatever the writers 
produced, they did it only for impressing other and to gain some 
woridly name and fame. They would flatter through their literature the 
rulers, ministers. Khalifas or the distinguished persons for gaining 
some wealth. But Ibn-al-Jawzi, above all, established a new world of 
style in his writings. He never tried to flatter any of the rulers or 
Khalifas. Whatever he did not for the sake of his personal gain and 
1. Siarul 'Alamin Nubala( i%ii\ ^'U\ j-^) p. 21/376 
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worldly fame . But it was the outcome of his natural dispose and 
capacity of Knowledge. That is why the ministers, the rulers and 
everybody were impressed by his talent and sincerity. Aiming at 
sublime purpose he used simple, easy words to produce a good 
impression and expressions. Arabic originality and skillness are 
seen in his writings. For these, the reader of his books does not feel 
that he is a writer of 600. A.H. 
POETRY: As far his poetry is concerned, Ibn-al-Jawzi did 
not acknowledge himself as a poet . But yet we find a good amount 
of his poetic compositions used randomly in different places of his 
prose and oratorical speeches. Major part of his poetry consist of 
sincere admonitions which he frequently used to recite in his speech 
to make it more effective to the audiences . Such kind of his poetry 
helped him to incite people in the life of Hereafter and make them 
inclined towards Almighty Allah. 
Whatever poetry Ibn-al Jawzi composed is traditional.Some of 
his poetic compositions consist of j A i and t j j j un . The word used in 
his poetry are fine, simple and faultless . He is also diversed in 
expressions by different styles. 
Specimen of his poetry: 
rr 
(1 )V :JlS S , ^ j i j JA ^ tjo. J ialab L-a«ji ^ 1 I IA ^ iTp 
[I have been attaining every precious and lofty goal. And 
continued to forebear the hardship of the long difficult path. 
Ambitions run me out through its racing tracks like striving of a 
lucky person to the last extent of the goal he hopes. 
The blessing of Almighty Allah led me to reach at a point 
which none else could attain. 
If this knowledge could speak like a man and I would have 
asked him whether he visited a person like me, definitely he would 
have been said ; No]. 
1. Al-Bidaya wan Nihaya i j^Jt j iiiJJi p. 13/29 
re 
Chapter Three 
His literary outputs with special focus on some 
major pieces 
Ibn-al-Jawzi was one of the greatest scholars of his period. He 
was not only confined to any specific field of Knowledge. But 
extraordinary thirst for knowledge enabled him to contribute in 
different fields of study. In eighty seven years of his life time he 
achieved sublime height of writings. He was so prolific writer of his 
age that no contemporary writer could exceed him. His grandson 
Addahbi ( ^^ i i l ) says that <-iu-i U Uix^ *LLJ1 ^ lia.! Q\ CiA^ L." 
(l)"jA.jJHiLA ( I don't know any scholar who wrote as much books as 
this person wrote). He had deep Knowledge in Hadith and Tafseer 
literature. He was great Jurisprudent of Hambali school. He had also 
great command over mathematics , history , astrology and 
medicine. In all these fields he left his valuable works. But there is 
controversy among the historians about the numbers of books Ibn-al 
-Jawzi wrote. Because some of his books have been published while 
the rest of still lie in different libraries as manuscripts. Some 
historians say that he wrote about three hundred books. His 
grandson Addahbi says that he wrote about two hundred and fifty 
books. Ibn-Taimiya says that he wrote over one thousand books. But 
2, Miratuzzaman (oUjJUt^) p. 8/482 
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Abdul Hamid Aluchi, after analyzing all his books, says that he wrote 
about four hundred books. However, here is brief list of his different 
valuable works and later I will focus on some of his main works in 
details 
His books on Tafseer: 
Books on Hadith Literature: 
C i U ^ ^ l .1 
n 
J r ^ b 6iJ»i^l OJrJ^ ( > y ^ i J * i r -^ &i2l3 .9 
Books on Oratory: 
<«Aj^ ( ^ 1 ^ 1 Alii .^ 
Q^y j ^ J (J^t > ^  a II .A 
r^-;-?M J * 
r^ 
Books of History and Biography: 
t > . ^ | J iL i i i .A 
• • 
Books On Aim al- Kalam < ^ ! i ^ l ^ > 
JujjL3yA\ ^Ic Ji^tj ^j J Mil It A x^ut ^ j ) .r 
Books On Language and Literature: 
AijyiJI^alij ,^ .1*211 a^S-Jt .r 
rq 
Books On Criticism 
From now onwards wi th an intent ion to maintain the 
length and bravity of my work, I am going to discuss some of 
the major literary pieces instead of all of them which constitute 
the literary bulk of Ibn-al-Jawzi's works. 
j^\Jtl\ ,1 j i r t : This is one of the most important books by Ibn-al 
-Jawzi in his personal experience and considered to be a treasure of 
knowledge. The book is unique of its kind and perhaps the first book 
by an Arab in term of its subject. The manuscripts of this book lie in 
several libraries. Ibn-al-Gazzali who edited this book in 1965and 
published from Darul Kutub al Haditha, (A1J.I«] | t_il5llijb> Cairo, and 
Maktabahtul-Muthna, Baghdad, says underlining the 
importance of this book; 
(I) "2 ; I>VI i ^ ^ S » ^ < ^ U AiL ^ ^ A5j\i o l i A iJh ^ O J ^ ^ i * ^ 
(In Islamic literature, this book is very peculiar and although 
1. Said al-Khatir > u J i x ^ p . 3 
r* 
nine centuries have passed since it has been written yet the reader 
of this book thinks that it is newly published book before them). 
This book contains four hundreds and ninety five chapters and 
each and every chapter has its own importance. The writer 
combined in this book different kind of his own fancies, experiences 
and incidents of life. He also expressed, without hesitations, many of 
his weakness, carelessness and disturbance of mind. He mentions 
the questions which rose in his mind at different situations and again 
gave answers of these questions logically according to the law of 
Islam. As a result, this book, no doubt, reflect on the life of 
Ibn-al-Jawzi, his zeal for greatness, his sublime thought as well the 
societies where he used to live in. In this way this book occupies a 
great importance over the ages in Islamic societies. 
^ V i j u J ' ^ L ^ J I ^ - j j l - j , ^ ^ hTt . tl: This book, written in ten 
volumes, is a great historical work of Ibn-al-Jawzi in which incidents 
are described from the very beginning of Islam to 574 A.H. The 
method adopted in this book is that the writer mentions the year first, 
then the incidents happened in this year and describes the prominent 
characters who died in this year. Thus this chronological register has 
gained both historical and biographical importance. 
^ a U I rt « \\ Jl>-a>.t—4L_ij_ll: This is a biographical work of 
n 
Ibn-al-Jawzi which deals with the life of Prophet Muhammad (BPUH). 
Here, the writer discusses all the aspect of our beloved Prophet 
Muhammad (BPUH) from his birth to till his last breath and specially, 
in this book, the writer talks about the evidences of his prophethood, 
testimony of truthness in his preaching, his manners and his 
characters. In the preface of this book the writer describes the 
reasons behind compiling this book saying; 
(1) "4ii2j ^ *UpVI ^ i^a. ^  Jussij mlUj o t ^ J^ AS JVI 
(I found a large number of our community are unaware of the 
reality of his virtues. So I liked to compile a book where I shall 
discuss about him from beginning to last stage of his life, in which I 
include the evidences for truthness of massengership and his 
superiority to all the previous Prophets in his rank) 
CiLcj-Jaj-JI: This is a critical work of ibn-al-Jawzi deals with 
weak Ahadith. This book comprises four volumes. The writer 
describes in this book those Ahadith which the misled Sufis or little 
known scholars of his ages fabricated for their personal gain or they 
committed mistakes in their decisions for their lack of knowledge 
over the Hadith literature. In the preface Ibn-al-Jawzi describes the 
1. Al-wafa bi ahwal-lil- Mustafa ^ i l i i -a * i | Jl_p.lj li jJj p. 1 
rr 
reasons behind compiling this book saying: 
(1)" hi o j « i ^ "^^i^i o^ ^ * ^ J .Ci l£,_^_^l j j j . i j j j ( > a U ^ | ^ i ^ 
(Some students insisted upon me to compile the fabricated traditions 
and to explain to him in which way it could be differenciated. So I 
thought to help a student in view of the small number of the student 
now a days, particularly those dealing with the science of the 
narration of the Hadith has totally been neglected to the extent that a 
section of jurisprudents depends on fabricated traditions and many 
story tellers intentionally tell the factious tells and a group of ascetic 
persons adopted it for worshipping) 
In this book, Ibn-al-Jawzi himself took tough decisions or 
hurried in his decisions in many places, yet to recognize the weak 
Ahadith, this book has a great importance till today. 
)iM^\j\j^j^\)aL^^jlAdi.^\i^\J^ : In this book Ibn-al-
Jawzi discusses the virtues of memorizing the Holy Quran and 
Hadith. He also mentions emphatically that the Muslim community 
gained excellency over the other communities only for preserving 
1. Al-Mauduat ou-j-iJjJi p. 9 
rr 
their religious books in memory. Besides these , the writer mentions 
some of the materialistic reasons that helped or still might be helpful 
to preserve these religious treasures, i.e Quran and Hadith. The very 
useful aspect of this book is that the writer mentions some medicines 
which are useful to increase man's memory. Lastly he gives a brief 
biographic descriptions of some prominent Huffaz of Holy Quran and 
Hadith. On all these aspect this book has a great value in the 
society. 
,yjLjSx^\joat in fl ti(-JLIT: This is another work of social 
criticism for Ibn-al-Jawzi. Here he discusses different kind of 
misdeeds and superstitious of his ages. Specially, he talks about the 
story tellers and reformers and mentions their unsuitable talks and 
jokes which were used just to kill the peoples' precious time 
(_>«_iL| j i i \\\3. This is one of the most famous critic works of 
Ibn-al-Jawzi. In this book he analyses the Muslim society of his age 
and examing all groups of people he describes the weak sides of 
people in religion. Even he pointed out the unjust acts done in the 
society in the name of religion and gave lessons to different kind of 
misguided people of his ages. He also discusses that people having 
little knowledge are trapped by Satanic deceptions and Satans are in 
constant efforts to create confusions among the peoples. As a result 
rr 
people do many of their deeds considering it as fair religious acts. So 
the writer discusses, in details, about the various kinds of Satanic 
inspirations, his tricks and devices. The writer also picturises how the 
Sufis, Jurisprudents and the rulers of his age fell pray to Satanic 
traps and were involved in different kinds of superstitious and evil 
works. The writer made his book precious by collecting a large 
numbers of Ahadith in support of his arguments. The language of 
this book is fine, easy and there is no vagueness to understand. 
dj_Li-aJ| Ai-iya: This book has been published in four volumes 
and deals with the life stories of pious persons over the ages. Mainly 
this book is summery of the famous book "HilyatuI Auliy" ^Ul a.) 
(fLiij*yifor Abu Nuaim -al-Asfahani, but Ibn-al-Jawzi summarized this 
book in the style of Muhdaddiseen and the historians. The stories of 
this book is very touching and give the readers a moral teaching in 
their deeds and works, and no doubt, this book is considered as 
spiritual source book to the readers 
Ak»i^: This is another critic work of Ibn-al-Jawzi dealings with 
sect of Qaramitah. The writer talks about the origin of Qaramitah, 
their motives, their different preachings, thier different title and their 
development in various phase of periods and criticises them in 
Islamic point of views. The writer also discusses their believes on 
rci 
God, angels, Prophets and Day of Judgment. Muhammad-bin-al-
Sabbagh {^Ui-aii ^^ .i-»_«^) who edited this book and published from 
"Aa-»!>L*iVI AjLlSCjr'says about the basic source of this book that 
( When I started my work, its seemed to me that Ibn-al-Jawzi, 
while compiling this book depended totally on the famous book of 
Imam al Gazzli '^\'\ Ui—J-JIJS—St— l^a—i' and hardly deviated from it. 
Ibn-al-Jawzi comprise this large book into a summaried version). 
<-jUaycJ|^^j^. r.S-j_Lm: This is famous biographical work of 
Ibn-al-Jawzi. Here he presents the life sketch of second Khalifah of 
Islam Umar bin al Khatab (R.A.). This book contains eighty chapters 
and the writer talks about all the minute details of the life stories of 
Umar. In the preface, Ibn-al-Jawzi expresses his intention by 
compiling this great work saying ; 
(The stories of the pious persons are remedy for hearts and 
1. Qaramitah iia^i^ p. 21 
2. Sirat Umar bin al-Khattab (-jUaAilj^j-^Sjjjai p. 3 
n 
purification of mind. I compiled the life sketch of Amir-al-Mumeneen 
Umar bin al Khattab firstly because he accumulated in himself the 
knowledge as well as the capacity of executing his works which 
astonished the men of knowledge and stood so firm in politic and 
justice that was out of the capabilities of the rulers and 
administrators). In this book we find all the details of Umar's birth, his 
principles, virtues, his characteristics as well as his administrations, 
his dealings with public and his great contributions to Islam till his 
last breath 
Here the writer also compiled all the comments made by the 
Companions of Prophet Muhammad (BHUP) on Umar (R.A) in his 
virtues. Above all, this book has been written in old style yet it is 
considered to be a reliable source of informations about the life of 
Umar (R.A) for the readers of the generations to come. 
r^ 
Chapter Four 
Preamble: This is one of the famous books among all others 
by Ibn-al-Jawzl which occupies the remarkable place in different 
dimentions.lt deals with fool and careless people fully different from 
his book 'pt—p iVI jt—iA.r (stories of the witty people) and both show 
his art of writing and knowledge. The writer thought the importance 
of this book lies equally as the former one. It will help the people to 
recognize the major characteristics of the fool. In the preface, the 
writer indicates three reasons for compiling this book by saying; 
( Firstly the stories of fools will move intelligent persons to 
give thank to their Creator that they were not made that way). 
(Secondly ; the stories of fools or careless persons might put 
the alert person on guard against foolishness through practice and 
effort but with the conditions that they are not that kind of fools who 
rA 
are so by birth) 
(^jjjoiyefJl p^ y^ b jjuj^ ^ j]^h Alls QIJU^\ ^JJ Q\ rdi i l l l l j 
(Thirdly: The man will refresh their mind by going through the 
biography of these ill-fated persons to relax after their exhausting 
and puzzling serious jobs) 
This book is considered as a reliable source in its subject, 
specially due to the writer has accumulated all the sides of the Arab 
speaking people of their wittiness and jokes, irrespective of their 
different social and academic divisions in the urban and rural and in 
the palace of the Khalifahs and Amirs or in schools or mosques. 
In the preface of the book, Ibn-al-Jawzi wants to convey a 
massage to us that people think Islam is a kind of religion without 
any sense of humor or it does not permit mankind to involve any sort 
of comic activity. But in reality it is not so. He wants to remove this 
notions by proving it logically. Within certain limit it must exist in 
Islam but will not harm the image of Islam as he quotes a piece of 
the Tradition by saying "(jjjbJ|< \^irt j tL-i l5ai^j ia\l l |di. iwj^j j . i lJ J- i j ' ' 
(Woe unto them who tell lie to make people laugh). At the same 
time Ibn-al-Jawzi presents us some concrete examples directly taken 
n 
from Hadith (Traditions) which prove that our Prophet Muhammad 
(BPUH) himself spoke out with his Companions in such a way that 
reflect his most sober sense of humor and he quotes that J_^^ l O ^ 
6i».|jij^^^la.<_SSuJaj ^Jjjjj^ A r . ^JJ i ^ \ krt (Prophet Muhammad 
(BPUH) used to laugh to such an extent that his molar teeth would 
appear). Ibn-al-Jawzi also presents us some conversation of the 
Companions by which it is clear that they themsalves involved such 
kind of mind refreshment when they felt boring in their long 
discussion. They did it to get rid of monotonous activity. 
At last in the preface the writer writes something briefly about 
all the chapters divided into twenty four chapters. First chapter deals 
with the source of the word Ahmaq (fool), its meaning and root in 
different context, also relates it with literary term and principal 
meaning. The second one deals with the presence of foolishness in 
every human being. Further in chapter third the writer describes the 
intensity of foolishness among the foolish persons. In chapter four 
foolish persons are termed with different names by mentioning some 
of the reasons. The identity of the fool is defined by internal and 
external features in chapter five which helps us to recognize them. 
Chapter six deals with how we would spare of the fools and its 
importance in daily life. The chapter seven, the writer delineate some 
r» 
famous in foolishness. Arabs make them model when exemplified. 
He also describes the biography of some prominent fools of the 
Arabs in the chapter eight. In chapter nine, Ibn-al-Jawzi talks about 
the intellectual peoples are having some remarkable mistakes and 
are not ready to accept their mistakes when they are pointed, rather 
they insist by giving illogical proves. Further the writer talks about the 
recitor of the Holy Quran, narrators of the Hadith, Amirs and 
governors of the states, justice and watchman etc up to chapter 
fourteen. In chapter fifteen to seventeen the writer pens down for the 
Muazzin, the Imams of the mosque and the nomads . In chapter 
eighteen, the fools who wanted to show their excellency by applying 
the art of eloquence but ultimately failed are pacturized. Chapter 
nineteen deals with some different persons who tried to show their 
skills in composing or reciting poems but in vain. The story teller and 
their minor mistakes have been described in chapter twenty. The 
writer talks about the Zahids, weavears and teacher upto chapter 
tweenty three. Lastly in chapter twenty four the writer describes 
some general activity of the fools who are not attached particularly in 
any profession which are described in the above chapters. 
ri 
Summery Of The Book 'Akhbar-al-Hamqa' 
Now onwards we will proceed towards finding a brief 
summery of the whole book 'Akhbar-al-Hamqa' so that we can 
get a general idea what 'Akhbar-al-Hamqa' is all about. 
CHAPTER -1 
In the first chapter the writer tries to give us the root meaning 
of the word A"! « «> (fool) in different multiples and how it relates to a 
fool. In this regard he mentions the conception of Ibn-al-Arabi who 
says - Ci^jjSm «(3_^l Cii*a. ^  SijA. L A S L . I « J | (The Arabs use this 
sense when the commodity or sale's things find no value in the 
market). In the same way a fool has no importance among the 
people or no one consult with him in any matter as he has no room 
in the society. In another word Abu Bakar al-Makahm says that the 
patherbs, herbs or any greenery known as baqlah in Arabic are 
compared with fools, as they grow whenever find water or grow in 
the path of the camels. 
Next-lbn-al-Jawzi defines the features of a fool by giving its 
definition. A fool is a person having a concreat goal in the life but he 
approaches it in wrong way. He also compared fool with mad by 
giving slight difference as the mad is wrong in both goal and means 
to reach it. 
rr 
CHAPTER-II 
In this chapter the author discusses the nature of quality of 
foolishness among the human being. Regarding the nature of 
foolishness the writer says that it is the very nature of a man and can 
not be adopted in the outer world rather it lies by birth and is 
inseparable. Here writer quotes from Ibn-lshaq who says; 
(Believe that a rich becomes poor or a poor becomes rich or 
living man dies but never believe that a fool attained some wisdom). 
Ibn-al-Jawzi further mentions about ^\jj^\ as saying" when Prophet 
Isa (A.S) was asked to enlighten the minds of fools, he said, "I can 
give life to a dead or bring eyesight to a blind by Allah's grace but I 
don't have any panacea to cure the fools" 
Lastly another remarkable example, the writer mentions in the 
form of a debate between Mamun (o>-»' •^  and Harun-al-Rashid. 
When Harun-al-Rashid called his son Mamun a fool (3 o *>)), Mamun 
discontinued coming to his father for quite some days as it hurt his 
personality. Later when Harun-al-Rashid called him, Mamun 
rr 
described the reason for his discontinuity and told : 
[You addressed me as a Ahmaq (fool). If you have called me 
Ar'an (fy^j\- another attribute of a fool), it would have been easier to 
me]. Harun asked him the difference between Ahmaq (3—i^^Oand 
Ar'an i^ji). He replied ; 
l i l i t^^fllj-FTin J _ ^ ^ J ^ j ^ l (y^Lla tU*»lJi ^'^ iJj_Sj hj^jJ\" 
""ijijc. <i\s 3 * ^ | U i J c4;i£. cA\j JU,^I i}y^ Loa-L-a J j ^ j l i 
[ Lightheadedness of a person develops with the long 
association with ladies but when a person departs them and joins the 
great personalities of men, it come to an end. As for the Humq 
((3*A. foolishness) is a natural disposition (which can't be removed)]. 
rr 
CHAPTER- III 
In chapter three the author describes different varieties of 
fool ishness. Foolishness varies from person to person as 
intelligence. It is mare the defectness of mind which is not constant 
but differs individually, are discussed in this chapter. The writer 
shows us the examples by mentioning different scholars or learned 
persons or Companions of Prophet Muhammed (BPUH) as well. 
Ibrahim-al-Nizam, one of the great scholars was asked about 
the parameter of foolishness. He replied .IA. A J (_>u-jJ t _ - & ^ '\'\\\ m 
(foolishness is a thing which can't be measured). Hazrat Umar (R.A) 
once while reciting the Quran came across the verseUjjLui^yil^j iLi) 
(^-jji3| <-_Sa^ (—Tj-c (O man what has made you careless about your 
Lord,the Most Generous?)He answered himself it i s ^ » 't 
(foolishness) which keeps us in carelessness. Hazrat Ali (R.H) while 
speaking about foolishness said that it is one of human instincts with 
which everyman is bound to live. Further Ibn-al-Jawzi mentions 
another scholar Wahab-bin-Munabbah who philosophised ; ,3-J—i. 
j L i * ] | ftbjbU C J 3 J "^JSJ ' ( 3 - ^ A I ^ J T - L U I (Allah created Adam a fool 
that keeps us in amusement). Lastly the author refers to another 
scholar Sufyan as-Sauri who says ; ^«lu _^^ 5lS (3-«.AI (jL_u»iVI <j- l -^ " 
" (_^A* ] I J (Man has been created a fool so that he can enjoy life). 
ra 
C H A P T E R IV 
In this chapter the writer calls different fools accordingly by 
several titles indicating their foolishness. In total fourty one tittles, on 
the basis of the above statsmen, are formed and frequently used by 
the Arabs. Such as; Aa.UUil ^Aa-l^j^) '^j')l\ * ^ L J i ' t ^ j - i ) '(>--A*^t 
gl^^j^ l<JAXA\<^Q'\ \^\\.jJau«JI Among them Ahmaq ((3*^x|) is the 
greatest in degree. By noticing these tittles some one said; 
(If there would be nothing virtuous of the fool except his 
numerous titles, it alone would have been sufficient). 
Lastly the writer shows us the reason behind certain amongst 
these titles and differentiate from one another. He also presents 
particular terms completely relevant to women such as; 




Foolishness is such a characteristic feature of man that can be 
understood by a single outlook of physical appearance or by the 
short span intraction with him, no doubt, which makes him 
distinguished from other man in society. In this chapter the writer 
pens down these features one by one very carefully. Firstly the writer 
describes the outer appearance of a fool person's personality and 
gave us some physical examples or defectness which proves his 
lack of knowledge -i.e. small headed person or ugliness of man 
according to anthor, may be very often compared with some sort of 
foolishness. Similarly people having broad eyes may be lazy or fool 
and these kind of people are weak towards women or easily duped 
by them. A person with long unruly beard also acknowledges his 
foolishness which has been mentioned by the writer in the word of 
Hazrat Muaviyah (R.A) who addressed a person at the time of 
punishing himbUT' i,\JiU< Alar>AklkxujcJjiUa.^< CilftS^l^ijlil^^ 
<( Cfj-wJi J_Pa j^(Your apparent long beard is sufficient witness for us 
to your foolishness and stupidity). The writer mentions the other 
physical defect in fools, such as small ears or eyes or large head or 
the man having lessfamiliar with the other also establish his 
r^  
foolishness. 
In the second part of this chapter, the writer talks about 
different actions and behaviors of the fools by which a person can 
identify them as fool without much efforts. The writer mentions some 
individual behaviors such as a fool hurriedly replies without thinking 
of his consequences or easily be trusted as well as trusts on other. A 
fool if loves, makes no sense and it can be said that a fool is a fool 
as he can't love. 
Lastly in this chapter we find some of the major charactehstic 
collectively of a fool which is mentioned by some scholars as under: 
Annoyance without reasons ^^^JJLJXC.^t-ijJaill.I 
Spending at wrong place ^ytl\ jxc. ^ f.\^')l\ J 
Vain talk hJ^ JJLC^ ^ ^'^\ f 
Relying everybody i».l J ^ ASUl f 
Publicizing the secrets jjuJ) *L i i i .6 
Incapability to recognize his enemy or friend 
Uttering out anything that just strikes his mind 
He thinks himself to be most talented person. 
CHAPTER VI 
In this chapter the writer discusses about the necessity of 
keeping one self away from the fools because foolishness is like a 
disease which spread its venoms easily among the peoples. While a 
man attached to a witty person can be benefited from his wisdom, a 
man attached to a fool can be affected by his harmful germs slowly 
but surely. So the writer pens down here some Hadiths and some 
logical views of renowned scholars which urge to get rid of the 
company of fools. 
In the beginning of the chapter, the writer presents a Hadith 
where our Prophet Muhammad (BPUH) forbids from making 
friendship with the fools. He says; 
" ^ U a k ,•-
(Do not make friendship with a fool because he would try hard 
to advise you but yet would do mistake. Very often he would intend 
to benefit you but still would cause harm to you. His silence is better 
than his utterance. Keeping away from him is better than getting 
n 
close to him and his death is better than his life). 
The author further quotes Ibn-Abi-Ziyad who once advised his 
son to be in the company of witty persons because he has observed 
that whenever he was accompanied by a fool his thinking power 
decreased. This chapter also guides us that one should not get 
angry upon a fool because instead of relaxing the mind it would 
increase the tension. Regarding this matter the author quotes 
Abdullah bin Hubaiq who narrated; 
(Almighty Allah revealed to Moosa (A.S) "Don't get angry upon 
the fools, because if you do so, it would increase your sorrow). 
Next author refers to Khalid bin Ahmad who says men fall into 
four categories ; 
(3-^1 LS\1S .^^J^ V <i\ tsj^ V j t 5 j i j V i}^jj <6JAJ^ t-ilUa u J ' l l i «i5ja-j 
(i) A person who knows a thing and is also aware of his 
knowledge. He is a scholar, so attain knowledge from him. (ii) A 
person who knows but he is unaware of his knowledge. He is a 
person who forgot and needs to be reminded, (iii) A person who 
does not know and is aware of his ignorance. He is seeker of 
knowledge and needs to be taught, (iv) A person who has not 
knowledge and he is also unaware of his ignorance is a fool, so deny 
him. A wise person says in a poem; 
(J^Jri C^J V^ ^y J * L A ^ ^ ^J ^ f j ^ j\ 
(Refrain from a fool's company, because a fool is like a worn 
out cloth, whenever you patch it, it get torn off by the blowing air, or 
he is like the cracks of a glass which never can be joined). At the 
end of this chapter Ibn-al-Jawzi concludes that one of the major 
characteristics of fool is that he knows nothing but he supposes that 
he knows everything or when he does not know a thing, he fails to 
admit that he does not know that thing, consequently, whenever a 
fool with such mindset will think of doing anyting good, will comeout 
with a series of mistakes. 
CHAPTER - VII 
( A l ^ t i ^ ,y^ j U J t -1^1 t - J ^ j ^ ) 
This chapter examines how fool have been given different 
attributes by the Arabs with the passage of time. Here Ibn-al- Jawzi 
summons up that there are certain words used by Arabs which are 
suggestive of a fool. Some are related to human being, some others 
are related to the animals or birds for their incapacity to arrange a 
thing in a proper way or even some are related to non-living things 
like plants or hurbs. 
In the beginning Ibn-al-Jawzi refers to Hilal-al-Askari who 
pointed out some of the proverbial humorous characters of the fools 
which are related to men and used by the Arabs as follows: 
More follish than Habbannaqah - ASi^j j ^ ^^-jxl 
More foolish than Hadhnah - A i ix j ^ (3*-».| 
It is said that a person having little ear, light headed, little brain 
and all these are the qualities of fool or it is said that Aiia. (Hadhnah) 
is a name of a lady. They also say; 
More foolish than Abu Gibashan - Q\AI£. ^ji\ ,y» ^yA\ 
More foolish than Joha - l«a. ^ ^ ([j*A,i 
More foolish than 'Ajl bin Lujain- ^ ^ ^ J^ J^ J^ tc ^ ^ (3*a.| 
ar 
More foolish than Hujainah - ^Cujjta. ^ ,3*A,| 
More foolish than Baihas -1>*4^ o^ (3*^i 
While the other humourous characters annong the animals are 
as follows: 
(j!»jA. ^jl£> o « i ^y^ (3-«k-a.l. more foolish than female sheep in 
the source of water. The author describes the reason behind it that 
when it reached the source of water, it bent down and hardly turns 
its back. Besides these animal camel is also characterized for its 
foolishness. Certain birds are also associated with this funny 
behavior as the Arabs say; 
^•L.»A. j ; ^ 3-._a.l- (More foolish than a pigeon). Very often this 
bird can not take care of its nest or sometime lays the eggs on the 
top of a pole so it fell down on the ground. 
A^Ult (^ y^  3 « ^ 1 - (more foolish than an ostric). Because when 
this bird passes by the egg of other bird, start taking care of it and 
leaves its own eggs in the nest. 
A-JLJ j ^ (3-hA.t- (More foolish than vulture) 
3«2c. jy» 3*a.|-( more foolish than magpie). 
Q\JJ'^^yA\- (More foolish than plover). 
- Again peacock is also attributed with foolishness. 
CHAPTER - VIII 
The 8th Chapter of 'Akhbar-al-Hamqa' deals with some 
prominent humourous characters of the Arabs. These characters 
have been categorized into two groups male and female. The 
prominent male characters are al-Habannaqah, Abu Gibshan, 
Shaikh Maho, Ejl bin Lujaim, Hamza bin Beedh, Abu Usaid, Joha, 
Muzbid, Azharul Himar, Abu Muhammed Jami-as-Saidalani and Abu 
Abdullah-al-Jassas, The female Characters are Rita, Dagah, Rita 
(another one), al-Mamhura, and Hadnah. Most of the time these 
characters became the example for their foolishness due to their 
senseless talk or their lack of proper use of the diction or for their 
carelessness even in the most serious circumstances. The Arabs 
frequently tell their tales at leisure time to entertain after the fatigue 
of tiresome rutine. Some of the incidents which are supportive of 
their foolishness have been discussed by the author as follows; 
Al-Hbannaqah {^—» jail): The real name of Habannaqah is 
Yazid bin Tharwan, a descendent of Qais bin Thalab. Mentioning 
the foolishness reflected by the deeds and peculiar thinking of 
Habannaqa, the author say that one day Habannaqah feared to 
loose his own self. He made a necklace of shells, bones and 
isr 
earthenware. He put it around his neck to recognize himself.But 
accidentally, one morning, when he got up, found his necklace 
around his brother's neck. He then asked his brother foolishly ; 
"b l ^ bf Ciil , ^ 1 b " -( O my brother! You are me so what am I?) 
in other story, Ibn-al-Jawzi tells us that Habannaqah used to 
take only the healthy sheeps and leave the weaken sheeps at the 
time of grazing by arguing absurdly that A—Lll &•< m^i\—4 ^ J mt )i 
(Whome Allah has made weaker, I can not make them healthy). 
Abu Gibsan {Q\ uijr.j \\) : Abu Gibshan is the second 
humorous sketch by the pen of Ibn-al-Jawzi. Abu Gibshan belonged 
to Khuzah tribe. He was appointed as the custodian of Holy Kabah. 
Citing an example of his foolishness the author describes the 
incident that oneday Abu Gibshsan visited an ale house in Taif 
where he met Qusai bin Kelab(LS;:^Q^ ^J.>.A1} . He indulged himself 
in drinking and became intoxicated. On that moment Qusai 
exchanged him his custodianship of Holy Kabah by merely offering 
him a drinking vessel. Qusai took the key of Kabah from Gibshan 
and left for Makkah. When Gibsan recovered his senses he felt 
regretted for losing his custodianship. Since then the Arabs say ; 
^LSac. ^ \ ^ ^Xi\ More repentant than Abu Gibshan 
j^LSoc. ^ 1 j ^ 3*a.f - More foolish than Abu Gibshan. 
When his people came to know the Abu Gibshan's lost 
custodianship, they fought and regained the key of Holy Kabah. 
Shaikh Maho: ( j a*^—xui): He is Abdullah bin Baidara, a 
descendent of Abdul Qais. It is said that there was a tribe named 
Ayyad. This tribe was mocked at with the ignomity for breaking the 
wind ( j infl—II). One day in Ukaz, A person of this tribe stood along 
with two sheets of cloth and shouted; 
(Listen O people ! I am from Ayyad, who is willing to purchase 
the ignomity of breaking the wind in exchange of these two sheets 
of mine?). Abdullah bin Baidarah stood up and purchased their 
ignomity being witnessed by the Ayyadi among the other tribes . 
Abdullah wore both the sheets and returned to his tribe and told 
them;.JjVij l«J^i^l». (I have bought you the ignomity forever). 
Ijl bin Lujaim (^ j-y \ ^^J -^y—c ) : The author sketches the 
ancestrol roots of this humorous character saying that "he is Ijl bin 
Luzaim bin S'ab bin Ali bin Bakr bin Wail" and thereafter cites an 
example of his foolishness that one day a person asked him the 
name of his horse. Instead of telling the name of his horse he went 
to the horse and gouged out one of his eyes and told that he named 
this horse ( j j ^ -W' the monoeyed" 
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Hamza bin Beedh {(JAJLAQ^ a-j » -k) Hamzah bin Beedh is 
another humorous character of this chapter. As an example of his 
foolishness the author presents an incident and quotes Abu Talib 
Umar bin Ibrahim who says that oneday Hamza called a cupper for 
leting the blood out from wounded part of his body. When the cupper 
got himself ready and sharpened his blade, Hamza complained 
' ' 1 ^ ^ 1 Ac J ^ji\\ ci^yjualtli ^'\ 9 fjJ^' (You cause me pain, go back 
today and come tomorrow). The cupper tried to pursueade him and 
told that it would take a moment. The cupper again got his razer 
ready. At this moment Hamza told the cupper some irrelevant talk. " 
"<—SJJI—a.jl (Give me one of your testices to be kept in my hand as 
pawn, if you pain me, I will pain you by presssing it). As a result the 
cupper stood and went saying^UiniAj_^A-«L«_«J)g^j_j^j|^j| (I think 
you would better to leave the cupping this year). 
The author has another story to narrate quoting Muhammad 
bin al-Ala-al-Katib who says that Hamzah asked his servant ^J—J^^I 
AJL^JJI ^  A«-,-jjtJl Ll_iljua (When we offered our Friday prayers in 
Rasafa?) The servant thought for a while and replied with no less 
foolishness than his master Hamzah ; "*IJ!>\11) ^ J J ^ " (On Tuesday) 
Abu Usaid (. i -xui l j - j l ) : This humorous character belonged to 
dL 
the reign of khalifa Mahdi. As an example of his foolishness the 
author Ibn-al-jawzi depicts several stories.Firstly he refers 
Muhammad bin Radha who says that once two camels passed by 
Abu Usaid. Some people standing around him exclaimed \ «*" 
"\—._^j—i| (What a nice ! both are nimble). Listening to them Abu 
Usaid told them that one camel was more nimble than the other. 
People asked him which was more nimble he answered 
thoughtlessly; " j j V l j ^ 6 ^ 1 ( ^ 1 ^ ! " (The former one is more nimble 
than the first one). 
Joha: (L-«_«-Jl): The next very famous humorous character 
Joha's surname is Abu Gaus. It is said that he was a person 
having talent and wisdom but carelessness overwhelmed his wits. 
As a result Arabs exemplify him as a code of carelessness. In this 
chapter the author Ibn-al-Jawzi provides several stories which prove 
his carelessness in his actions. The few stories have been 
mentioned as follows; 
The writer Ibn-al-Jawzi quotes Abu Mahsoor al-Thalabi who 
describes that one day, in winter, Joha came out from Hammam. He 
felt cold wind blowing outside of the Hammam. As a result one of his 
testicles shrinked. So he returned to Hammam and made 
investigation . People asked him about the matter. He replied i V 
dA 
" ~ . ^jjj^a-ii fJXJa^ CiSj—ui (One of my testicles has been stolen). Later 
people warnned him up and the testicle appeared. When he found 
it, immediately fall in Sijdah (Postration ) to show his gratitude 
towards Almighty Allah, and told X 2 J L J V . I - J U ' ^ - ^ t "V^^ 1 jn i J -T ' 
(Everything the hand can't catch is not lost). 
Al -Thalabi narrated another incident that Joha's neighbour 
died. So he was sent to call a gravedigger. They began to bargain 
about the wages and the grave digger remain obstinate in his 
demand .Then he went to market and returned purchasing a wood 
by two Dirhams. The people asked him about the matter. He replied; 
"J—JS1—'j (The grave digger won't do it for less than five Dirhams. I 
bought this wood by two Dirhams and we will crucify him on it. In 
this way we will save three Dirhams and moreover he will be relexed 
from the grave torment and the questioning of the Munkar and 
Nakir) 
Muzbid (^>«): Ibn-al-Jawzi depicts an incident in his 
foolishness, and quotes Abu Zaid who says that Muzbid was told 
that so and so gravedigger had died. So he replied. * ^ S ^ y l a . ^ ^ j ^ 
" l ^ ^ j (He who digs a pit for others falls in it). The author adds 
^9 
another story that Muzbid was asked " Ax?J| ^ I A QJ^Q\ <-^jMjt\" 
(Would you like to have this Jubbah as yours?) He replied 
thoughtlessly \lijjj>Qj^j^ilijx:a\j^"{Yes, although I am beaten 
twenty whip) People asked him the reason of saying like that. He 
answered **^^ 'nmjVI ,^^LJJLQ^V<i i " (Because nothing can be 
gained without a phce). 
1* 
CHAPTEAR - IX 
This chapter of 'Akhbarul Hamqa' deals with funny stories of 
that group of witty people who committed blunders in their life simply 
because of some unintended confusion or their rigidity for their 
wrong argument. This attitude categorized them as fools. 
In the above mentioned characteristics Iblees (t>i \\ \\), 
according to the author, held his position at the top of the list. 
Because, says Ibn-al-Jawzi , at the very moment when he saw Adam 
(A.S) being created from soil he thought that if he is given supehority 
upon him he will destroy Adam (A.S) and if Adam is made superior 
to him, he will never obey him. he, being the biggest fool, could not 
realize that Adam had already been selected by the Almighty. 
Eventhough, had he been kept himself confined to that extent, he 
would have been given simply the punishment of torture of envy 
( j uAA.)but out of his foolishness, Iblees dare to object to the divine 
wisdom saying. ^.^^^-cd^jS(jLl\\L/t>LJ!!lj\j\ {Ha\je you found only 
him to make superior to me?) This interrogation means, according to 
Ibn-al-Jawzi, that Iblees wanted to ask directly to Almighty the 
absurd question that <i4:uj'\.^ (Why did you give him superiority?). 
Ibleess also thought that he was better than Adam (A.S) as he said; 
(you created me out of fire and created him out of soil) It 
means as if Ibless wanted to say; ^^ 1^*11 QJ^ fJLclJ <^JL^^\ J ^ fS^\ ^\' 
'i^A i^\y^ (juJil ^ J T ^ ^ j j - * A \ f % ^Jl^\ Q]J (I am far wiser than the 
Wise and I know for better than the Most Cognizant and His favour 
to Adam is unjust). Iblees knew that he was endowed with the 
Knowledge from Almighty Allah but he was telling foolishly that ^ I j " 
"L\jj^ cA»s U ^ _ ^ | i» j j i n a l j ^ ^ \ j j ( C'la ^ Icj b( ^ ' ' - < " (O you 
who taught me I know better than you and 0 you by favouring 
superiority to Adam you have done a mistake). 
The next character of this category, the author discussed is 
Abul Hussain Ibn-al-Rawandi Abul Husain, a major character among 
the fools wrote several books where he tried to humiliate the 
Messengers of Allah. He used some obsence language for them. He 
wrote another book opposing the Holy Quranan and mentioned that 
there are so many mistakes in it and due to his foolishness he could 
not take a lesson from the ill-fated numerous persons who made the 
same mistakes in the past. His another book named ' ^ | j - J t ' is also 
full of similar foolish arguments like *^ iMl -« j^ l l k l | ^ l -« ' (Oppression 
and evil both are from Him). 
Then Ibn-al-Jawzi marks Qabeel, one of Adam's (A.S.) sons, 
i r 
as one of the great fools. Compared to Iblees, Qabeel was no less 
fool. Carelessness and oblivision overwhelmed his mind to such an 
extent that he killed his innocent brother for not being granted his 
sacrifice ( j j L j j_ i ) to Allah although his brother Habeel had nothing to 
do with it. The another foolishness of Qabeel, says the author, was 
to carry out his killed brother on his back and not to find out the way 
to burry him in the grave. 
The author again describes Firaun (Pharaoh) as one of the 
greatest fools and marks his place at the peak of the madness 
because he claimed himself to be 'God'. The wisemen described his 
madness by citing the example of following conversation; 
One day Iblees entered to Firaun. Fir'aun asked Iblees "who 
are you?' He replied that he was Iblees came to visit him to see the 
madness of claiming himself to be' God. Then Iblees described the 
reality of his being cursed and expelled from Paradise as follow; 
" j jUi l ciy^\ AUIJ l i * JAiVI Oil LSL\ ^ ^ Oi t j 
- (I just treated a creation like me as an enemy and refused to 
postraite before him. As a result I were expelled and cursed but your 
claiming yourself to be 'The God' is verily nothing but madness). 
These stories indicate that to author arrogance also resulted from the 
lack of wisdom. 
i r 
C H A P T E R -X 
The author discusses here about the reciters of the Holy 
Quran U^^—2—ll> and points out some of their funny mistakes in the 
recitation of the Holy Quran creating there some sort of humor. 
These type of mistakes happened simply due to there lack of 
concentration or carelessness during their recitations. Moreover 
when anybody raised there finger towards their mistakes, in stead of 
they restrain from it, they applied their own mind to justify it. As a 
result they have been exemplified by the Arabs for their foolishness. 
At the beginning of the chapter the author mentions some 
blunders of the reciters. Among them; Mishkadanah (Alti C ni4)who 
used to recite. " I > ^ j (3.^*^" He was told that it was \'y^ but he said 
"3_^ ^ AJ!>\1J AJaj2»-a ^ ^ j " (It is having three Naqtah on it). He was 
told that the Naqtah was wrong. But still he remained obstinate and 
replied "Jjua*i/| ^ ^1 ^ ^ j L J " -(Return back to the root word). Another 
person named Uthman bin Abi Sheebah who recited l^xi-a-j ^  ( j L i " 
" j J a J J-j|jActually it was j Ja - i . The writer refers to another person 
named Abu Bakr al- Bagandi who recited a verse Q^JAS Q*>^J^\ -^W^J 
L J ^ (>i»jVI (_P-C' o j ""» J instead of saying LJJ—* Another person 
Uthman bin Abi Sheebah recited a verse by saying ^IMJOJ ^ I A L J IJIj 
i r 
Q-AJL-LL while the correct recitation is ^-^JL-IA.. It is also report from 
Muhammad bin Abdullah who described that once again uthman bin 
Abi Sheebah recited; i-i\l> AIJ^XJM ^ a'l \\ LJJ Tn i . He was told that the 
correct was t- j l j<i JJM^ But he gave an absurd argument by saying; 
[I do not follow Hamzah (one of seventh greatest recitors of 
the Holy Quran) in recitation and the recitation of Holy Quran 
followed by Hamzah is Bidah to us]. 
Further Ibn-al-Jawzi describes that one day a person visited 
his relatives where he heard his host to recite a verse of the 
Holy Quran by say ing .C i l j L j uuJ lL j l j ^ ^ i j y " ( j i j V l j He told his 
host that it was wrong and correct recitation was di l j—J-» A i—^j" 
" ^ j V l j C i l j t f t mil. So the host who had been reciting it for long time 
likewise exclaimed; I i5jb ^ju^i^eu^ ^ ^ j U l j i l Alu» QJMJ\ ici-* b | ^ . ^ 1 
(0 Allah pardon me! Since forty year I have been reciting it and the 
verse in my Quran is like this). 
The author propels us to another funny story of a fool and 
describes that some people saw a man keeping himself silent. One 
of them went to the man and askedJ_^IJ«34_L1| <-JI I C I < d 1 r> C-LT 
(How much do you know about the Holy Quran?) The man replied 
that he was a scholar of it. Suddenly reciting a verse of a poem he 
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asked the man to mention the name of the Soorah. He recited: 
(All praise to Allah who has no share and whoever did no 
profess it, he unjust to himself). Listening this verse the foolish man 
pretended as if he knew it and replied confidently; (jU-ii| ^ _^^  (This 
soorah is from Q\A^\ ^) 
Further the author adds yet another story and describes that 
one day some people saw a man only to repeat a word that. A\1\ ^J 
JJIJAIU J ^ ^ i r U 1^1 (May Allah bless my further, he never emulate 
anything with the Holy Quran). But all of sudden a person reciting 
two verse of Hassan bin Thabit asked him to mention the name of 
the soorah. He recited the following verse: 
[Prophet Muhammad (BPUH) is among us who use to recite 
the Holy Quran which is so glaring radiant like the whiteness of 
morning bright. He keeps away from his bed in night (standing in 
prayers in front of Almighty while disbelivers' beds get burdened by 
them (sleeping on it)]. 
When the foolishman listened to these verses, tried to be 
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smart and without thinking replied hurriedly by saying; 
(Subhanallah! Who does not know it? This is from the Soorah 
named j3**tfc^). So they wanted to make him much more ridiculous 
and said ironically" "(-JuJl^j-T^l^^juaiU" (Your father left nothing 
undone to your teaching). Tthe man again boasted upon himself by 
saying " ^ L T j i U s T ^ ^ j iU l j^ j lSI j i " (Of course! Do you think that 
my father used to neglect my teaching as the negligence of your 
father?) 
Further author presents another funny story of fool and 
describes that one day a man came to a judge along with his 
dissolute son. He complained the judge that his son used to drink 
wine and died not perform prayers. The judge asked the boy about 
the matter. But denying his father's statement the boy replied that his 
father was wrong and he performed Salaat and never take wine. 
Then his father asked the Judge saying" oj5Jt ^ i nt? \\ MJLI I ^ \ i n\" 
"ASIJJI M-j S-!iLj-a (May Allah bless the judge, Is it possible to offer 
Salaat without recitation of Holy Quran?) So the Judge ordered the 
boy to recite some of the verses from the Holy Quran. The boy took 
a giant leap fonA/ard and recited the following verses of a poem; 
^ ^ I J ^ ^ - A ^ I A B I ^ 
1Z. 
(My heart is attached to Rabab although both us grew old. 
Veriy the religion of Allah is righteous. I do not see any doubt there 
in). When the boy recited these two verses, his father who himself 
was no less fool than his son, thought that his son recited from Holy 
Quran. So getting surprise upon his son he exclaimed ! 
" l l i l j j j x (_>iu»j j ^ lL«_i-a^ (By Allah! O Judge, he learnt both of these 
verses yesterday only. Infact he has stolen a text of the Holy Quran 
of one of our neighbours). But rather much funny was the fact that 
the poor judge also could not differentiate and tried to show his 
righteousness about the religion by saying; \Ju UT J A I ^ U | ^ ^ n \'%" 
" j - j u V j O L l l t - j L a T (Hell with you both! You recite the Holy Quran 
and do not act accordingly). 
1A 
CHAPTER XI 
This chapter of Akhbar -al- Hamaqa' deals with the careless 
narrators of the hadith (di j . i« i l oljj) The author discusses here the 
funny mistakes, misreading, mispronunciations or 
misunderstandings of the narrators for which Arabs made them an 
example for foolishness. The auther compiles such kind of mistakes 
for giving a lesson to those who do not take proper care while 
narrating a Hadith or distort the meaning or chain of the narrators 
due to their unmindfulness. 
At the beginning of the chapter Ibn-al-Jawzi mentions some 
mistakes of the foolish narrators in describing the chain of the 
Hadith. For example a person named Abdullah bin Ziyad narrated a 
chain of Hadith but mispronounced by saying 'Shahr bin Khawsab' 
( t _ i i i j ^ j ^ j _ g j i ) . Actually it was Hawshab (t- i i i j .A). As a result he 
described the narrator (LJ ttj ->) as a non-Arab belonging to 
Khurasan. 
Further Ibn-a-Jawzi shows another grammatical mistake done 
by an Egyptian boy who read out a Hadith by saying j ht-Lt^ ^  \\\ >) 
(jjAjifuj while he had to say {Qyt^^<»x>M ^K\\ •*). Next Ibn-al-Jawzi 
says that a man came to al -Basheer and reminding him for small 
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part of the Hadith wanted to conform it. He had to ask the following 
Hadith 
'IjaiW ^JiT ^ C J ^ ^s^\ ^ ' 
(About the person who use to drink in the vessel made of 
silver). But disfiguring the words which also distorted the meaning of 
the Hadith he asked him; 
(What did Nafe'a narrate to you from Prophet Muhammad 
(BPUH)" about the person about whose father a story has been 
published). 
Further the author describes another funny blunder of a 
Muhaddith who described a chain of the narrators as follows; 
(Prophet Muhammad (BPUH) reported from Gibraeel who 
reported from Almighty Allah who reported from the man. Some one 
asked him "QMJJI ^ x i i o j - ^ o ' g ^ "•^  J iS^^ ^ -^ c r^" (But who is the 
Person who happens to be the Shaikh of Allah?) The Muhaddith in 
fact read it incorrectly. The text actually was J a j j r. (Who is 
Almighty and Glorified). Mispronouncing the Shaikh read it as ^ c 
L* 
J A , ^ 1 which means 'from the man.' 
Adding yet another funny story the author describes that a 
person from the tribe of Anazah ( i i j lx . ) namely Moosa Muhammad 
bin-al- Muthanna addressed his tribemen; "O my kinmen ! we are 
very noble people as we belong to Anazah and it is reported that our 
Prophet Muhammad (BPUH) offered his Salaat facing towards 
Anazah."[ The word Anazah has another meaning which means 
spear. Our Prophet Muhammad (BPUH) used to offer his Salaat 
sometimes by erecting and facing toward it specially in the battle 
field. The word referred to in the reported Hadith was Anazah in the 
sense of 'spear' and not the tribe of Anazah as the foolish took it ]. 
CHAPTER XII 
This chapter deals with the Amirs and the governors * l j — • 
{Z->iy-l\jof different provinces. The author pens down here some of 
the funny stories of them and shows their foolishness in their 
thinking, acting or in other circumstances. 
At the beginning of the chapter Ibn-al-Jawzi refers to the 
Muhammad bin Ziyad who describes that lesa bin Salih, commander 
in chief of Qanasareen appointed his son in his place to look after his 
duties. Oneday in deep night, lesa called for his son. His son went to 
his father without any delay along with his men and asked about his 
concern. His father replied "0 my son! I wish to be the Hoor-al-leen 
in Paradise and Prophet Yusuf (A.S) as my husband. This thing 
made me awaken whole night." Listening to this comment, his son 
told "0 my father! Allah has created you a man so I wish you to be a 
husband of Hoor-al-leen. But let it go off, when you think so, would it 
not be better that Prophet Muhammad(BHUP) would be your 
husband in Paradise. He would be the most deserving person for 
that. The father replied no less than a fool by saying. 
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(O my son! I did think of it. But I do not want to enrage Aisha 
(R.A), the Prophet's wife.) 
Further the author refers to al- IVIadaine who described that a 
gentle person came to Baghdad. He intended to whte a letter to his 
father. But he did not find anybody familiar to dispatch the letter with 
him. At last he himself went to his father and he gave the letter by 
saying; dl^LJ3^\J^^J^\^\^\^j^^^< Cilr .^^IUAJQ\d^j^" 
(I did not to delay the news of my well being to you. On the 
other I did not find anybody with whom I could dispatch the letter, so 
I myself came to you). 
Ibn-al-Jawzi reports another story that one day a person 
named Abul -Khaitham got angry upon his servant. Later he wanted 
to compromise with him but the servent boasted upon himself and 
told foolishly ; " ^ ^ j J^S-C lMi f i . ^^ i i L j I -LU l j y (By God, I shall not 
be satisfied till I listen that he kissed my foot). 
Further Ibn-al-Jawzi describes that a Christian came to 
Abdullah bin Basar, the governor of a city and expressed his 
willingness to be a Muslim saying. "u jT^^^ Ic ^ \ .^t Q\ XJJ\" (I would 
like to embrace Islam on your hand). Listening to his willingness the 
governor got angry and told him like a fool; ^ ^ < ^ j ^ AIC-U ^^^I L J " 
^r 
"^laSJi ^j_j ^ ^ f L-«!5L_r (O you bastered ! In whole camp of Amir-al 
Mumineen did not find a person easier than me? Have you come to 
sow the seeds of dispute between me and Isa bin Maryam till the 
Day of Judgment) 
Likewise the author presents the foolish act of a governor who 
stepped up the Pulpit for delivering sermon and he told: 
(If you people respect me, I will respect you, and if you 
disgrace me, then it will be more easier than my this fart and he 
farted noisely). [Fart - sending out the wind through the anus.] 
At last the author presents another short but interesting funny 
story regarding a governor. He tells that Qabisha was the 
representative of his father in Khurasan. One day he received a letter 
from his father. He addressed the people to read the letter out to 
them which showed nothing but his foolishness. He started as under: 
(This is a letter from Emir. By God, he deserves to be 
followed. He is my father and elder to me). 
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CHAPTER - XIII 
This chapter of 'Akhbarul Hamqa' deals with funny stories 
of light-headed Judges of different cities. Ibn-al-Jawzi cites the 
examples of their foolishness as follows 
Abdur Rahman bin Mushar (j—^JOI-* j ^ j^,—L^^j—II j—ic)was 
appointed as a judge in Jabal by Abu Yusuf. One day he came to 
know that Khalifah would visit Basra. Suddenly on idea came to his 
mind. He wanted to show his excellency before Khalifah. He want to 
the inhabitants of Jabal for requesting them to praise him before 
Khalifah. But when Khalifah came and Abu Yusuf was also with him, 
people foiling his plan kept away from the scene. Finding no way the 
judge himself planed to stand beside the path of the Khalifah and 
began to praise himself; j5<Jf».^_^\S^_^t2l)^<,^,ai««j-,Jij_A-»|Lj^^ 
" ^ u - a j J j i i j L i - A i J.i_fr (O Amir-al-Mumineen ! what a nice the judge 
of Jabal! He made justice to us and made all sort of good) 
When Abu Yusuf saw him, he laughed noisely. But the 
khalifah could not understand the secret of his laughing and asked 
him the reason. Abu Yusuf replied that",jj>^\2l\ JA AjjtAx ^jLc jiU\ Q\" 
(The person who is praising is the judge himself). Understanding the 
fact khalifah Haroon-al-Rashid also laughed at him and ordered to 
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remove from the post. 
Further Ibn-al-Jawzi quotes AN bin Hisham who describes that 
when Hajjaj bin Yasuf was the governor, there was a judge in Basrah 
know as Abu Humair. One day he was going to offer Friday prayer. 
Suddenly a person from Iraq met him on his way to mosque. Iraqi 
asked him where he was going. The judge told that he was going to 
mosque to attend Friday prayers. At that very moment the Iraqi 
ridiculing with him told in a funny way ; J -A Ix i J -A^^^ IQ\ I . CM \ \\—•" 
"AM—•_—Tc—II (Have you not been informed that Amir- al Mumineen 
postponed Friday prayer?) The poor light-headed judge simply 
believed the Iraqi and made his way to home. Next day when Hajjaj 
met him, he made an inquary about his absence from Friday prayer. 
He replied; A * - ^ | > f j X . V I o l ^ j - i ^ ^ ' ( 3 l j ^ l J ^ l u ^ * ^ , ^ - ^ 
"C i - J j irt '\\—9 (An Iraqi met me. He informed that Amir postponed 
Jumah Prayer. So I returned to home). Listening his absurd 
statement Hajjaj said; S ^ l j j V A x ^ i ^ j h ^ u \ r . L> | j j « 'fcLjiLi(Abu 
Humair, don't you know that Jumah prayer can never be 
postponed?) 
Ibn al-Jawzi mentions another interesting story which gives us 
short spell refreshment of mind. He describes that one day Khalifah 
Mamun asked a person belonging to Hims about the judge of their 
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city. The person replied; 
' > j f^ \^h r*^ ^ ^ ^"^^ o< 'o^y^^ji^^ k" 
(O Amir-al -Mumineen! our Judge do not understand anything 
and if he understand commit mistake in it). Then he began to 
describe a story of the judge of their city as follows; 
A person lended 24 dirhams to somebody. The borrower 
delayed to return it. So he approached to the Judge for the 
reimbursement of his debts. The judge ordered him to return the 
dirhams which he borrowed. But the borrower appealed the judge 
saying; O the judge, I have an ass. I earn four dirhams daily. I spend 
two dirhams on both the ass and me. Remaining two dirhams I was 
saving for him. On 12th day I managed to save all the dirham for him 
but I did not find him. So I spent all the dirhams. Now I think that it 
would be better to detain him in jail for 12 days so that once again I 
can earn all the dirhams for him. Listening this, the light headed 
judge ordered to detain the lender for 12 days. This painful incident, 
says the writer, hurt the Khalifah and he ordered to depose the judge 
from his post. 
In another story Ibn-al-Jawzi fishes out the blunder of a judge 
who held his post in Kirman. One day he delivered a speech where 
he mentioned; \jl\Si <^\ Js^ ^y^y^ ^\jj ^ Q\.AC. Qjkjju QL^^ JA\W' 
LL 
" j j i l (- i^ l-A. j-^i (O the inhabitants of kirman! do you know Uthman 
bin Ziyad? He is my paternal uncle, that is brother of my mother" The 
public shouted saying-"then he is your maternal uncle"). 
In another interesting story the author decribes that a man 
lend thirty diners to somebody. But the borrower did not return it in 
time. So he approached the judge for justice with a single witness 
(while two persons are necessary for witness according to Islamic 
law). So the judge ordered the borrower to pay him but only a half of 
the amount (i.e. fifteen diners) till the person who lend him would 
come with another witness. 
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CAHPTER- XIV 
Ibn-al-Jawzi depicts here the comic stories of the secretaries 
and the gatekeepers (cjtjjt^tJjj Lj\i5lSj) and describes many facets of 
their foolishness. Some time these poor characters lodged the 
objections which had no meaning or they convey the massages of 
their master distorting the real content or in some other cases they 
misused their little power arrogantly which led the people to suffer a 
great loss. All these attitudes of the secretaries and the gatekeepers 
created a great sense of foolishness in this chapter. Some of the 
stories are as follow; 
At first the author cites an example of a blunder by a secretary 
who out of his foolishness, did slight mistake in his writing that 
caused a great change in the whole meaning. Describing this event 
the writer says that Sulaiman bin Abdul Malik had to send a letter to 
Abu Bakr bin Hazam saying; 
(Survey over the eunuch persons of your locality). But his 
secretary, being a great fool, wrote it as j n -^ 1 means- 'emasculate 
the eunuch persons of your locality'. As a result Abu Bakr sent for all 
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eunuch people of his area and got the poor fellows emasculated. 
Next the author describes yet another story that Antaqi 
governor ordered his secretary (LJ-JL_$0 to send a massage to Amir 
of Halab mentioning that two Muslim ships (^jlSj^jji) capsized in the 
sea and all the passengers of the ships died. The secretary was a 
fool. He wrote the letter in a way which was totally awkward to listen, 
even he forgot to whom he was writing the letter and who the 
recipient of the letter was. As a result he wrote the letter needlessly 
explaining each word of the letter like a dictionary as if he was 
addressing an uneducated person. Given is his letter; 
(Bismillahir-Rahmanir-Rahim. O Amir ! may Almighty Allah 
honour you, let you be informed that both "shalandiyah" I mean that 
"both ships" "removed from the sea coast", means" have been 
drowned" due to the unruly waves. As a result all the people of the 
ships "perished" means, "destroyed") 
The story goes far interesting when Amir replied the letter in 
the same way and ordered to depose the secretary from the post for 
his impudence. Amir wrote; 
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(Your letter has come means" reached". We understood it, 
means "we read it". "Teach our secretary the manners" means" slap 
him" and "change him" means "depose him". Because he is a "Maiq" 
(one of the attributes of fool) means he is a "fool" and "Good-by" 
means "the letter is completed". 
Further the author refers to Abdullah bin Muhammad as-Sauri 
who describes that one day he saw a secretary named Sahal bin 
Bishr. At that moment a crow was crowing on a wall. The secretary 
felt something odd in his ear about the voice of the crow. He sent for 
the watchman and asked him a absurd question by saying. cSjiLA 
<jLiAbb^ j i r t jL j i^yJLi) I IA (Why you let this crow shout here?) The 
watchman could not understand what wrong he did and asked his 
master very politely; 
"^Ujuekit ^ AiLX^ ^^^^^( ^^J ^ ^ J^jk^ S^Mt 
(O my master! What is my fault? I only guard the door. This 
crow is not among those who enter though this door so that I may be 
accused in this case and how can I stop it from shouting?) But 
instead of recognizing absurdity of his question he started beating 
the poor fellow bitterly. 
At the end of this chapter, the author presents a comic letter 
written by a secretary to one of his friends. In this letter, the secretary 
wanted to convey a massage of his illness and makes every person 
to laugh. He wrote; 
(in the name of Allah, who is Benevolent and Most Merciful! 
My beloved friends! I suffered from a disease which I forgot, other 
wise I would visit you and I introduce myself to you. Good - by). 
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C H A P T E R - X V 
In this chapter the author Ibn-al-Jawzi, in five stories in all, 
pens -down the Muaddins ( j^JJ-J l ) and their mistakes in their deeds 
or actions. All these stories have been described in brief. 
At first the writer cites an example of grammatical blunder 
done by a Muaddin in time of calling people to prayer and quotes 
Abu-Bakar Annaqqash who narrated that a villager listened to a 
Muaddin saying; Ashhadu-Anna Muhammadar Rasulallah (AUI J_^ j ) 
instead of saying Rasulullah ( ^ 1 JJJ^J) 
Secondly, the author refers Muhammad bin Khalf who 
narrated that a Muaddin was told " your voice could not be hard, 
would you raise your voice " without paying any heed to the 
complaint foolishly he replied ; "Jx» ^^ J^y^ ^ * - " ^ ^J^\" '( But I do 
listen my voice even from a mile). 
The author presents yet another interesting story that strikes 
the mind quoting that a narrator saw a Muaddin proceeding ahead 
while calling people to prayer. The narrator asked him the reason of 
it. The Muaddin xe\i\\"Jiy^'^l^Qi\j!i\<^jJi'\Q\y^^\{ I would like to 
know to which extent my voice reaches). 
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In this way the author presents the foolish acts of the 
Muaddins and again describes that a Muaddin was told; j—uia.|l—4' 
'<-5JJ k-a(what a nice voice you have!) He immediately replied ; Q\' 
'j\M.^.n bl J 6j!>Li| jL^U\ CiS\S^\ (While I was merely a child, my 
mother used to drink me Baladah (stupidity, silliness) while he 
actually wanted to say Baladar.) [jJ!i^ JJI -a kind of fruit grown in 
Arabian desert]. 
The author concludes this chapter by presenting another 
interesting story and showed some nonsenable talk of a Muaddin 
while awakening people at the time of down breaking meals. Author 
refers to Sharih bin Yajid, who says that there was a Muaddin in 
Grand Mosque of Hims named Sayeed bin Sunan al Mahdi. He was 
a good person and used to awake the people for down meal for 
fasting by saying ; 
(Make hautsen in preparing the cooking pot, and take the 
food befor I will call for prayer and Allah will turn your face black and 
you people will be necked) So using such kind of word are nothing 
but foolishness. 
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CHAPTER - XVI 
This chapter deals with the Imams of the mosques and their 
carelessness in reciting the Holy Quran in Salaat. The author 
describes here miscelleneous examples of their foolishness in 
different ways. Some of the stories are described as follow: 
In the beginning Ibn-al-Jawzi quotes Abu 'Ayna who says that 
there was a person named Al Madani. One day he stood behind a 
Imam in Salaat. Suddenly something occurred in the mind of Imam 
and he left the musallah pushing Madani forward to his place for 
completing the remaining prayers. Madani Kept silent for a long time. 
People started reminding of the prayers by calling 'Subhanallah 
Subhanallah' but still he did not respond and stood silent. Lastly 
people removed him and appointed another person for completing 
their prayers. After finishing people rebuked him for his foolishness. 
He answered; ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ l i l J i i ^ l : ^ Jj-2_j MJJlJLJi (I thought the 
Imam told me to guard his place till he comes back) 
The writer cites another example of foolishness of the Imams 
and quotes Muhammad bin Khalf who says that a man was passing 
by a Imam while he was performing Salaat with the people. The man 
listened Imaam reciting wrongly Quranic verse as Ci—J—c-iV^—JI) 
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((—Tj—lil- when Imam finished; the man informed him of his mistal<e 
and told that actually it was.^jj-li(-t \\ r. in the true verse of Quran. 
The Imam replied "^.^^'^^^^hh')i^^^--%iS"- (It hardly matters 
who among them is mentioned) 
Again the writer sketchs another Imam. He quotes Al-Madayni 
who says that an Imam recited j^liaJl*bfj instead of (^LJaJt Vj . A 
person who stood behind the Imam kicked him on his back. The 
Imam shouted saying^^j-^T instead of sayin (_5j_^ (o! my back). 
The person quickly told him to take Q^ from isj-i*^ and to put it in, 
Q\\\ Iri, then it would be correct. Madayni says that the person who 
kicked the Imam was a person having long beard which to author, is 
one of the marks for foolishness. 
In last paragraph the author refers Al-Jahid saying that Abu 
Anbas reported them that he had a fool long bearded neighbour. He 
lived in their locality mosque, called people in prayer and also used 
to lead the congregational payer as an Imam. Very often he would 
recite long soorahs in Salaat. One night he recited so long soorahs 
that people got exhausted. After finishing people expressed their 
irritation and told him to go away from mosque. They wanted to 
replace him by another Imam. But he asked excuse from them and 
promised not to recite long soorahs in future. Next morning he 
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recited surah Fatiha. Then he began to think about which soorah he 
would recite and kept silent for long time. Suddenly he shouted 
asking the people; "^.iju-i£' ^ QJ1JL2^_^l—^" (What do you say about 
surah Abas?) But no person answered him except a fool, also a long 
bearded person, " I g ^ ^ AJU»^" (It is wise to go through this soorah.) 
In this paragraph the author adds another story and again 
refers to al-Jahiz who says that an Imam began the prayers, recited 
soorah Fatiha then began to recite soorah Usuf. Suddenly it came to 
happen that people broke away their preyers and began to go off the 
Mosque. The Imam perceived the matter, so he pronounced 
Subhanallah! and began to recite".i-a.l<-Ll)j-«> j J " (soorah Ikhlas, 
small in lenth). Listening this soorah the people returned and 
rejoined the Imam. 
The writer concludes this chapter by presenting another 
instance in their foolishness and again quotes Al-Jahiz who says that 
an Imam recited " C i j ^ j n « mll-ir in prayers. When he reached the 
verse" " < j _ ^ i j j ^ l j " ( W h e r e will you go?) he began to repeat it again 
and again till the Sun was about to rise. There was a person behind 
the Imam who bored by Imam's repeatation and he had a <-JIJA, which 
he threw pointing to the head of the Imam and told: j <_!_«.JLi Lil !_-•}" 
"QyMii'^^^ i i ^5jj\N*N3-Jb (As mush as 1 am concerned, so I am 
going to home and I don't know about them where they will go: 
CHAPTER -XVII 
This chapter deals with the fool villeger. The author describes 
here miscellenious examples of their foolishness in different ways. 
Some of these stories are as follow ; 
A foolish villager visited one of his relatives at Basrah. On 
return, the host gifted him a piece of cloth. The villager went to the 
tailor to sew it. After measurement the tailor began to cut off the 
cloth. The villager asked him why he was cutting the cloth. The tailor 
said; Sewing is not possible without cutting it" so the villager began 
to thrash the tailor. Seeing no means to protect himself the tailor ran 
ahead. The villager chased him reciting the following verses; 
CJUU L J U ^ J ) J ^yuuJ iX ^^ tlailT Sj)^^ Mj^ l*i 
(I have never heard or seen a person like him in the past 
decades. 
I came to this uncouth fellow to sew a piece of cloth but he 
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tore it like a mad. So I beated him with a sticl< and he fled through 
the door. 
Will he tear off my cloth and sit in peace? I swear by Almighty, 
the one who revealed surat-al-Ahzaab, I would never let it happen 
like that.) 
Further the author quotes the great grammarian Asmaye who 
says that some people from Quraish tribe went to farms. A person 
from Banu Gifar was also with them. Suddenly a violent wind blew 
and they gave up all the hope of their lives. However, after a while 
the wind stopped and their lives saved. In order to pay gratitude to 
Almighty,each of the Quraishi people set one of their slaves free. But 
this poor villager had no slave to set it free. So he said earnestly ; 
(O Allah I haven't got a salve to set free, but instead my wife is 
divorced by three Talaqs only for your sake). 
Next the author mentions an absurd sentence used by a 
villager as follows." u i l j i r j l l a j j ! > U ^ L l a c J l i ^ S j ^ l 2 j ^ 
(We have dates so sweet that if you put it in your mouth, the 
sweetness of it will reach your heel). 
The author in yet another story says that a Imam recited a 
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verse of the Holy Quran and began to repeat it saying: la^ji t lLajf l i i ' 
" ^ — • j - i j ^ l (I sent the prophet Noha (A.S) to his tribe). In following 
row, there was a fool villager. He saw a person namely Noha who 
also attened the prayer shouted; " L i A j l j bjJLCr JJ-UJLJ ^ ^ ui_«> 1 J AJ 
(Noha still has not gone so send another person and let us relax). 
Next the writer says that a villager was supplicating where he 
uttered by saying" " ^ A A J ^^ jJ-a j ^ Q1 \\" (O Allah pardon me alone). 
Somebody told him; "bjijukl\ ^\j Aiij QM <—SUIC.A_J r\ n «. r.jJ" (You 
could include all of us in your supplication because Allah's 
forgiveness is very vast). The foolish villager expressed his narrow 
thinking by saying; ^ j j _ ^ J I J I Q I 6JS\ ( But I would not like to over 
burden my Lord). 
Further the author adds another story and describes that once 
a villager was offering Nafal Prayer. Some people around him began 
to praise him. Suddenly the villager gave up his prayer and in order 
to show his over excellency he added; ^t—j-a t—il l i jb ^ (And I also 
observing fast). 
At last the author presents yet another interesting story and 
describes that one day some people were discussing about Qiyamul 
Lail (the prayer that is offered late night i.e, Tahjjud). There was a 
villager beside them. They asked him, JA IUJ^JSJ I [DO you get up in 
night (for worshiping)] He replied in affirmative. They asked him. 
S i^j-a_j (What do you do?) He replied; ^ b l ^ j l j J J J I (I urinate, then 
returning to bed I sleep). 
CHAPTER XVIII 
The 18th chapter of the book deals with some grammatical 
mistake of that group of people who pretended to be a clever or 
skillful and how these mistakes leads to some ridiculous meaning. 
By using some hard words or unnecessarily applying some rules of 
the grammar, these people wanted to show over eloquence for 
making themselves distinguished among the others. But in fact, 
these poor fellows are fools. Instead of eloquence they committed 
series of mistakes in their conversations. Few examples are as 
follows: 
A man called the oarsmen by saying; 'QjaJ^^Sj uiw »Li - (O 
the oarsmen!) But it was a grammatical mistake. According to 
grammar he had to say 'Q J>!>L-<>'. Someone rebuked him for such 
kind of blunder but the fool man compounded the mistake by 
irrationally saying <(-u-alJL4 ^ j_-» L»i( I am fond of Nasab (—). Here 
again he made a mistake because he read QJ^.*^ with Rafa'a i^j) 
and misexiplained by saying 't-u-allL ^_^ ' fond of Nasab. 
Next Ibn-al-Jawzi presents a more funny interesting story in 
which a man visited a person who was about to dies. But the man 
was so crazy of grammatical complexities that he could not get rid 
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of this disease even at the time of remembering a dying person of 
reciting Kalimah Tayyebah. He told the dying person in a sheer 
gramerian style that he could recite Kalimah Tayyebah in either of 
the two ways: 
u i ^ l J j l i {AUI Vi AJI V> J2i C d ^ oi J <^» Nl A)| V> JS o!>^ k" 
O man! say La-ilaha-illallahu ( A U I ) with -CLia of t or you can 
say La-ilaha-illallaha (MJLII) with LJJ-OJJ and the first one is preferred 
by Sibwai (a great Arab gramarian). 
Another story tells that a man while condoling the people of a 
tribe adopted a style too awkward because of unwanted gramatical 
details. He was saying ; 
"Ajarakumulllah (from J l j t i l t-iL_j)- means ' May Allah reward 
you or you also can say Ajarakumullah (from j >^ 't ejl—J).Because I 
heard both of them from Farra, (a great Arab grammarian). 
Further in 2nd part of the chapter, Ibn-al-Jawzi talks about 
those grammarians who spoke with common people using the 
intricate rules of the grammar, while using grammar with common 
people was totally unfruitful. These grammarians did not apply their 
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knowledge at appropriate place. Such kind of attitude only created a 
butt of confusion among the people. They should have avoided such 
kind of approach, Ibn-al-Jawzi suggests, as our Prophet Muhammad 
(BPUH) is reported to have said; 
(Speak the people what they can understand. Would you like 
to call Allah and his beloved Prophet to be a liar?) 
The above mentioned fact can be further substantiated with 
the following story. 
A gramarian stood by a glazier ^i—a.j) and asked him for how 
much are these two flasks having two green dots, (unnecessarily 
stressing upon the uses of dual) The glazier, instead of replying to 
the questions recited the following verse of famous surah' Rahman' 
having an overwhelming stress upon the uses of duel but in a 
beautiful way: "jlji5jL5uj*VT(5UijjLL«\_fcA-4" Although it made no 




This chapter of 'Akbar-al-Hamqa' deals with the people who 
while trying to compose some sort of poetry, very often committed 
mistakes in arranging meters, rhythm, similes or in other cases they 
could not achieve the sublimity in their composition leading finally to 
the result that they become butt of ridicule for the common Arabs 
populace. 
At the beginning of the chapter Ibn-al-Jawzi quotes al -
Mubarrad who says that one day three poets assembled at a village 
namely Taihatha (t ^ ajli).They enjoyed all sort of amusement and 
merrymaking. At the end of the day each of them decided to 
compose a verse in the description of that glorious day. First person 
recitedLjLfljJa ( ^ j t i i* W i ^ U \'\ \'\ (we enjoyed the bliss of life in 
Taihatha). Second one recited: L_jLJ2a.| ^J.2_J| 1—'i t^f iH—»_LJ 
(As the wine cup incited us a lot). But the third one who was a fool, 
tried to follow their meter in an attempt to complete the verse 
reciting as follows (Aj!>\j^lJaj_^l^^l) - (My wife is divorced by three 
Talaq). Then the poor fellow realized and he began to lament the 
separation of his wife while the rest had no options but burst into 
laughter on this foolish act. 
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Next Ibn-al-Jawzi quotes 'Abul -Hasan AN bin Mansoor al 
-Halabi who describes that one day Saifud Daulah returned from 
battle field getting a victory over his foes. The poets came to 
congratulate him and recited some verses in his praise. Suddenly a 
person entered and recited following verses: 
(They (foes) were like a rat making conspiracy behind the 
wall, but you were like a cat ascending upon them). When Safud-
Daulah listened to his ill mannered verses, ordered him to be pushed 
out of the doors. The poor fellow began to weep standing outside of 
the door. Later Saifud- Daulah called him and asked the reason of 
his weeping. But he replied few words which composed a good 
prose composition as follow 
(I intended sir with all my capacity. But disappointed with my 
heart facing the humiliation i wept). Listening these words which also 
reveled a good sense of his expression saifud Danlah offered him a 
thousand Dirhams. 
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Further Ibn- al-Jawzi presents yet another funny stories and 
refers to Abu Sajjadah who composed a funny verse as follows: 
"Wazir Amir and Advisor, all they are from us and me also 
from us. 
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CAHPTER - XX 
This chapter deals with the story tellers and the story tellers . 
The writer describes here some blunders done by them during 
telling their stores or he mentions some of their absurdities which 
made people to laugh. Few stories are as follows: 
At the beginning the author shows Safwai, a story teller as a 
great fool. He mentions that some people asked him why did he not 
narrate any hadith (prophetic tradition) although he met a group of 
Islamic scholars. Safwai considered it as his drawback and 
consequently the next moment he started narrating an incomplete 
Hadith which was nothing but merely a chain of narrators as follows: 
t^ Aii Alxtt A11\ 1A£. ^ :^H t^^ t o^ ^ji*^ C^ *—^^ d/^  tu.1^ ^Ji^^' 
(Write down! Sharik narrrated to us from Mugeerah who 
narrated from Ibrahim bin Abdullah like the same." People asked him 
(_>ui JI4 like what? He replied irrationaly;'t^:Lw:itiS"jht« utt lT' (We 
heared like this and so we narrate) 
Next Ibn-al-jawzi quotes Ibn -al-Khalf who describes that 
having attended a marriage ceremoney, a man came to Safwai. 
Safawi asked him about the food menu of the marriage party. The 
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man described all the dishes he ate there. Listening to it he could not 
control himself and expressed his desire by sayrntg:<—SlJaj^^LCL_J' 
"(^AIA.^^^ (HOW profoundly I desire that what ever is there inside your 
stomack may come to my mouth) 
Ibn-ai-Jawzi next refers to Abu! Abbas bin Mashrooh who 
describes that one morning Safwai bought for his house some flour 
and went out for his works. He returned at night and asked for 
dinner. His wife informed him that they did not prepare anything as 
there was no fuel. The fool person said: I j - ^ < j j j — A A J ^ T\ C (Then 
what? You would have baked cake), as if cake did not need fuel for 
baking. 
Next, the author adds yet another funny story that a story letter 
was describing a story by saying: 
- (Abu Hurairah(R.A) saw a golden ring around his daughter's 
finger. He told her "O my daugher, do not wear golden ring because 
it is like a blaze"). After a while people saw a golden ring around the 
finger of the story teller. They asked him j LjjbUI ^txA ^ b I g i j " 
"AJOUII- (you forbid us wearing gold and you do use it). The foolish 
story teller replied to them " 6jjyb ^^ 1^ i u l ^ \ ^ " (But I am not the 
daughter of Abu Hurairah). 
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CHAPTER - XXI 
This chapter of 'Akhbar al Hamqa' deals with the cases of 
some persons who tried to be Zahids (ascetic person) but the poor 
fellows, out of their innocence, were instead led to carelessness and 
awkwardness. These characters and their different acts have been 
depicted in this chapter showing their foolishness. Here are a few of 
these funny events. 
At the beginning Ibn-al-Jawzi refers to Abun-Naqqash who 
describes that oneday he attended a session. Two person in the 
gathering were discussing the Jahannam (Hell). One of them said. 
heard that Almighty Allah would enlarge the body of a disbeliver to 
the extent that his molar teeth would be as huge as the mountain of 
Uhad). The another person denied it by saying - "HJAWLA QU—A" (He 
will not do like that). Beside them was a third person who usually 
most of the time used to be bussy in offering Nafal Salaat, turned 
towards them and asked the second one not to deny it. He even thed 
to prove this fact by wrongly reciting the verse from the Holy Quran. 
He wanted to recite the verse "Cit:u*iA. ^ a'^ Vutn A J J I J ^ < C*i t j L i " -
(These are the people Allah will change their misdeads into good 
deeds). But he changed the word ^Q^I'MHI into ^fl'iViin which means 
teeth and changed the word Cii—i—luLia. into Ci l—l in which means 
woods. As a result he warned both of them by distorting the words of 
Holy Quran as follows: J ^ U _ ^ .(CIUAA. ^a'ih>n <AiAl J jaj u J l l j l i ) " 
("These are the people Allah will change their teeth into 
wood". So if he can change their teeth into wood, surely He can 
change their teeth into mountain like Uhad). 
Next Ibn-al-Jawzi quotes Azzahbi (^^^Ul) who describes that 
one day Hajjaj was passing through a narrow lane, where there was 
a roof gutter. When he crossed the lane, he suspected that some 
drops of the guther failed upon him. But he could not get rid of the 
confusion. To get rid of this state of painful confusion, a funny idea 
struck his mind. He rushed to the roof gutter and getting fully wet 
said; "( Cm 11 y^» CiAjlml" - (Now I am out of confusion). 
The author adds yet another funny story where he describes 
that oneday Muhammad-al Makhrumee was in a session where he 
smelt something bad around him. Turning his eyes around, he saw a 
man with some filthy thing upon his mustache. Muhammad asked 
the man for the reason. The man who basically was a fool and was 
pretending to be a Zahid absurdly attributed this act to humbleness 
(t n ini_^) and misinterpreted the high ethic value of hunnbleness by 
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saying " J A J J C ^ ^ ^ Ln^ualj-j" - (This is only to show humbleness to 
my Lord). 
Adding another story Ibn-al-Jawzi says that oneday Tahir bin 
al-Hussain asked a man for how long he had been living in Baghdad. 
But the man who pretended to be a Zahid and was too lakative 
answered him by saying. 
"AIJUU QJJJ!^ kiJkjA^\ ^j-jua) ^\j AIJUU Q-ijJL^. i jL-»" - (I am in 
Baghdad for twenty years and I also observe fast whole year for 
thirty years). Listening to this nonsense, Tahir said <lLi-« ^ ^ cJj iLoj" 
^^ j fUu i4^^^ ' i '\\y\j - ( I asked you one question and you answered 
me for two). 
Next Ibn-al-Jawzi says that a man was passing by a door in 
Syria. He saw a man beating the beeds of his rosary by saying ^^ ^^ jutia. 
AJJi^uii^ A I J I - (Allah is enough for me Allah is enough for me). The 
man informed him; "Uncle! This is not a Tasbeeh, but real Tasbeeh 
is AUI (ji«_iu> - (All Glory to Allah)". But the man who was a great fool 
said <_S3j2l A^jj l i AJ ^ fu>t Aliyii ^^^JIUI h^ ( j t^fu AI^IRJ ^JJU I^J t^ A ^ y^l V ' 
"Jfci—a. L-j -(O fool! I learnt this Tasbeeh in Abadan and I have been 
continuously doing it for sixty years. Shall I leave it only for your 
saying? By god you are nothing but an ignorant.) 
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CHAPTER - XXII 
In this chapter Ibn-al-Jawzi provides some instances to show 
the teachers as fools or careless persons. Here the activities 
attributed to the teachers are too funny and totally unfit to them. The 
another says that their such activities are due to the long mixation 
with children. Such behaviour of the teachers are most common. 
At the beginning, Ibn-al-Jawzi quotes al-Jahiz who says, 
Muhammad bin Khalf reported them that a story teller was passing 
by a palace. He noticed a tutor behind the door's curtain standing like 
a barking dog. At that moment a child came out from the door and 
was caught by him. Astounding from the fact the story teller asked 
the tutor to explain the reason of it. The tutor replied 
(Yes! This boy does not want to study. He always runs away 
into the house and does not come back. Whenever I call him, he 
begins to weep. He (boys) has a dog and plays with it. When I bark 
like a dog, the boy thinks that I am his dog . As a result, the boy 
comes out and I catch him). 
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The author presents another story regarding the teachers 
foolishness and again quotes from al-Jahiz that one day he asked a 
teacher the reason of not using the stick for his pupils. The teacher 
who was a fool, replied: 
(I need not use the sticks. I use to say for whom I want to 
raise his voice high that" his mother is fornicator." So they raise their 
voice high and this method is better and more fitted for them than to 
use the sticks.) 
In another story Ibn-al-Jawzi refers to al-Jahiz who describes 
that a boy asked his companions whether they wanted to take leave 
from their teacher. All the students replied in affirmative. The boy 
said to their companions; "Let us go to the teacher and will convince 
the teacher that he is looking ill today." All of them went to the 
teacher and a boy said to the teacher. 
(I See you are very week today and might be suffering from 
fever. So it would be better for you to go to home and take rest). 
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Listening to his proposition, tlie teacher asked another student if he 
was looking really ill. The second student also confirmed the 
statement of his companion. As a result the poor teacher believed it 
and telling them to come next day, he left the teaching. 
Adding yet another story at Al -Jahiz describes that one day 
he saw a teacher to weep bitterly seating besides his student. Jahiz 
asked him politely the reason of his weeping. The foolish teacher 
replied "^^jjul (jUxi«<JI (3j*«" (Student have stolen my bread). In this 
catagory few more stories have been discussed in this chapter. 
CHAPTER- XXIII 
This chapter of 'Akhbar-al-Hamaqa' deals with the foolish act 
of the weaver (i—Sul—aL)and the writer presents here a single story as 
follows: 
The author says that one day Maryam, a lady, came out on 
street to search for her son Isa. On her way she met a weaver. She 
asked him if he had seen her son. But this ill-fated weaver was a 
fool. He took it lightly and instead of guiding her right path, misled 
her by saying. "li5jb(_4Ay (He had gone through this direction). Later 
the lady met a tailor who helped the lady to find her son. However, 
the ignorant weaver could not recognize the virtue of this pious lady 
and consequently the lady cursed him. As a result the weaver had to 
undergo the dire consequences of this curse throughout his life. On 
the other hand, the tailor enjoyed the blessing of the pious lady in his 
life. 
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CHAPTER - XXIV 
The 24th Chapter of 'Akhbar-al-Hamqa' deals with the funny 
stories about all group of people. The author did not relate this 
chapter to any particular group as he did in previous chapters. He 
has accumulated here miscellaneous stories. Few glimpses of the 
stories are as follows: 
The first story of this chapter is about the foolishness of a 
husband. The author presents the story through a dialogue between 
a wife and her husband. The wife told the husband' CiJlL) 5ul.^ Q^) 
((—SJLL«—\ "Your long beard is the sign of your foolishness." The poor 
fellow wanted to take the revenge, so he replied his wife but see how 
foolishly he said; ( j— Ic^j— IC-Q—4) "He who humiliates will also be 
humiliated" He meant that a day may come, according to this saying, 
when the wife will also have a long beard like himself. In his 
foolishness the author describes another event that someone asked 
him what he named his newley born child. Probably the man's own 
name was something other than Abdul Aziz and he liked to take the 
blessing of the name of the pious caliph Umar bin Abdul Aziz by 
naming the baby as Umar but imitated the fatherhood and instead of 
naming himself as the father, he adopted whole name as ' Umar bin 
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Abdul Aziz. 
Ibn-al-Jawzi, in next story quotes that a man had an ass. One 
day it was stolen. The man being a great fool left the sign of his 
foolishness by praying as follows 
[ O my Lord! It is only you who has stolen my ass. ( Or if it Is 
not) then surely you know the place where it is. So please return it to 
me]. 
In another funny story, the author describes that a man asked 
a jurisprudent;"H3!>L-a j_^2ej jJ|Al*CLa.^| i | J_A.jJi" (can salaah be 
completed If someone passes air?) The jurisprudent answered him 
in negative. But the fool man said; jU-j b l dlj i_a i i (But I did it and 
found it quite permissible). 
Further, Ibn-al-Jawzi tells about a man who bought fish for his 
family and telling his wife to prapare it, he himself slept. When it got 
ready the family member ate it up and sprinkled the fish soup over 
his hand. As the man got up, he asked for fish. His wife said "You 
ate it". The fool man who smelt the fish from his hand really believed 
that he had eaten the fish. But he was feeling hungry and not get any 
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way out but to beg the wife for some more as his hunger was not 
satisfied. 
Giving another example of foolishness of a man Ibn-al-Jawzi 
quotes Ibn-al-Khalf who describes that a man wanted to get his son 
circumcised (o^^)- But the man who was a fool, told the barber ^J' 
" k i ,yIiM \—4 ^ — i t — i A—i - (Be gentle to him. He has never been 
circumcised before). 
Ibn-al-Jawzi adds another story of a fool that oneday a man 
was told that his ass had been stolen. But the man showed his 
gratitude to Almighty Allah by saying "^AlcCi iTU^^ iJ I^ -LJ x - ^ t J I " 
-(All praise to Almighty Allah that I was not seated upon it). 
In another funny story a man was being beaten by the some 
people. A passer by asked the reason. They replied: <_iLa*j-a| tL—uu" 
"(-i^Sl !| - (He abuses The seven Sleepers'). The man further 
inquired astonishingly who 'The Severn Sleepers' were. Fools who 
themselves were unaware of this answer said; 
- (Abu Bakr, Umar, Muwaviya bin Abi Sufyan and you know 
Muwaviya is one of the angels holding the Divine throne). Hearing 
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this ridiculous answer the passer by got interested to make a fun of 
them and said ironically; 
(Oh! I am really surprised by your knowledge about the 
ancestral root and the creeds). These fools again boasted upon 
themselves by saying "AIAI j ^ ^ixil 1^^^j«Ji" (Why not! know ledge 
is to be sought from the able people). 
The author further illustrates their foolishness as he tells that a 
man among them asked whether Abu Bakr was better or Umar. 
One of them foolishly explained that Umar was better because L . J " 
-(When Abu Bakr died, Umar came to attend his funeral procession. 
But when Umar died, Abu Bakr did not attend his funeral 
procession). 
'Critical Analysis of the book 'Akhbar-al-Hamqa' 
In previous chapters, we discussed the socio-political 
circumstances in the age of Ibn-al-Jawzi, focused on his life as well 
as on his main works and summarized the chapters of the book 
'Akhbar-al- Hamqa wal Mugaffaleen'. Now further few pages will be 
penned down to critically analyse the value of the work 
Akhbar-al-Hamqa with respect of its value and place in Humor 
Literature. 
Before I venture to explore the book 'Akhbar-al-Hamqa' from 
humaristic point of view, some sort of discussion about 'humor' will 
consolidate our findings i.e., the theme of foolishness and 
carelessness of the people of Ibn-al-Jawzi's time. 
Generally, in every literature, we find the sense of humour 
which is, in fact, the product of the wittiest literary minds of a given 
time which only secondarily and by chance catch the fancy of the 
masses. 
To refer the purpose of its production in literature, we can say, 
that the sense of humour is an attractive subject. It contains material, 
which gives rest to the tired and dulled souls, and energy to flagging 
and bored minds. People cannot work constantly, but they need 
some change. If they are occasionally treated to anecdotes and 
jokes, they go to their serious work with renewed energy and great 
strength for study. 
Like the other literatures, this sense also developed among 
the Arabs and their literature and produced scores of books 
regarding this subject. But this is the matter of regret that a general 
idea stuck in the mind of those English or non Arabic speaking 
people, that Islam is a religion which does not permit its followers to 
be involved in any worldly things or jokes or humour, although, we 
know our Prophet Muhammad (BPUH) himself possessed much 
cheerful humanity, and in followers through the centuries have 
always preserved a good natured love of jokes and pranks. 
Flowingly, in Umayyad period, we find the satirical poetry 
among Jarir, Al-Farzdaq, and Al-Akhtal, where the sense of humour 
is very distinct. 
Finally, this sense of humour in Arabic literature, reached its 
zenith in Abbasid pehod. As a result of interaction with the non-Arab 
nations, Arab Muslim masses developed a very good sense of 
humour. The set of very rich works on this matter, produced in the 
Abbasid period may be put with any Humarist Literature in any 
Language. Some important works of this period are Kitab-al Bukhala, 
Al-Bayan wat-Tabeyyeen, Kitab-al-Haiwan for Al-Jahiz, Al-lqd-al 
Farid for Ibn-Abde-Rabbihi, Al-Agani for Abu! Faraj Asfahani and 
Fihrist for Ibn-Nadeem. All these book's are rich in humoristic 
situations and stories. 
Needless to remind that the book Akhbar-al-Hamqa has been 
compiled for creating a sense of humour in Abbasid priod. But as a 
matter of fact Ibn-al-Jawzi basically was not a humorist writer. His 
main roles in the society were as an Islamic scholar, jurisprudent, a 
reformer as well as a versatile and prolific Islamic writer.Besides, the 
main hallmark of his life is that he was a well known orator. While 
compiling the book Akhbar-al-Hamqa, he did not alienate his thought 
from basic concern of religion. In the preface of the book, 
Ibn-al-Jawzi himself points out three major objectives for compiling 
such kind of funny stories. These three reasons should duly be 
added to the common literary and social universal value of the work. 
The first and the main objective of the writer by compiling this book is 
that; 
(When the intelligent people will go through these stories, they 
will recognize their own talent given by Allah and will express their 
gratitude to Almighty for not being created as fools in the society). 
Secondly Ibn-al-Jawzi says that tojl^tiijlya^^jjta i « \\JS^Q\ 
<^-i l j^t A^ <Ulc, J u i ^ l C i ^ >U.b c j : ] i j j lT l i l ^QiiJl CJ 
"jiii2i\ ji23 ^ LSJV WiU .^ULJ) ^  Aij-iu c^-. A\ii\\ ciSiS m L.) J 
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(The stories of fools or careless persons might put the alert person 
on guard against foolishness through practice and effort but with 
condition that they are not that kind of fools who are so by birth). 
The author describes the third reason for compiling this book 
by saying; Ua^iia. ^^jAuijAfJI SV^AJ^IJ-U^^JJOIIIJ A fLS^ jLu i iV l^ j - j ^ j l " 
J—f r l—l lo—• (The man will refresh their mind by going through the 
biography of these ill-fated persons to relax after their exhausting 
and puzzling serious jobs). 
Therefore, the relevance and worth of this work must be 
judged and analysed in light of this fact for deciding to what extent 
Ibn-al-Jawzi succeeded in creating a sense of humour in the book 
'Akhbar-al-Hamqa-wal-Mugaffaleen. 
As discussed above, the book Akhbar-al-Hamqa' may be 
categorized as one of the finest Literary works of the later Abbasid 
period. Different activit ies of the fools, their carelessness, 
narrowness in thinking, awkwardness in any type of serious jobs, 
absurdity in conversation or their irrational arguments in different 
situations, which always made people to laugh, have been compiled 
in this book. The literary meaning of the word AS—« «> (fool), some 
major internal and external characteristics of them, the benefits of 
keeping oneself away from the fools and some effective means for 
i i r 
that have been discussed in earlier chapter. The author also gave us 
a good account of the proverbial Arab fool characters in chapter 
eight. Furthermore each and every chapter is related to a particular 
group of people like Muazzins, Imams, Judges or Teachers. 
However the last chapter comprises the miscellaneous stories 
irrespective any particular social class. What has been said about 
Ibn-al-Jawzi that he was a compiler (^ J ?• W) rather than a writer is 
noticed throughout the chapters of this book. 
Ibn-al-Jawzi only accumulated all these funny stories that are 
related to the fools and the careless persons. These stories may be 
categorized into several groups. Most of the stories in this book are 
so funny that they create a natural sense of humour to the extent that 
the reader or listener can't control his laughter.For example in 24th 
chapter Ibn-al-Jawzi describs a story that oneday a man was told 
that his ass had been stolen. But the man showed his gratitude to 
Almighty Allah by saying "M^Li Ci iTL ^^ill All x^^nJl" - (All praise to 
Almighty Allah that I was not seated upon it).This type of the story 
may be catagorized into standard quality of the homour. 
There are also some stories that are situational and create a 
sense of humour in a particular situation and without having the 
knowledge of this particular situation one can't enjoy it. For instance 
11^  
we know that our Prophet Muhammad (BPUH) once rose his hand 
for praying to the extent that the whiteness of his armpits appeared. 
Indicating to that particular fact Ibn-al-Jawzi describes the 
foolishness of Abu Usaid simply by saying ; 
"jaLi \ cH»W J « ^ J^ ^ J ^ " - ^ a^" 
(He used to shave his moustache to the extent that the 
whiteness of his armpit appeared). Here if the readers or the 
listeners are not known of the proper fact, definitely they will not able 
to enjoy the situation as Ibn-al-Jawzi meant to say. 
The author also chose many stories where only the changing 
of real word into a distorting figure creating a sense of humour. In 
these stories, there is nothing but playing with the words. For 
example, we see that one day (j^\ m -^lOJI.a--JLC>J—jl wanted to 
say"'Ji_»uJbJ' - means "so that he may take admonition". But being a 
fool he distorted the figure into ' laL_l i_jJ' means "so that he may by 
anger" and he also change the word j^u^u means "he go" into j u<\ \ 
means "he change" - that change the entire meaning and collapsed 
the communication as fool person said ; 
(A man should go to graveyard so that he may be angry). 
These type of thing, though funny, hardly be called a standard 
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humuor. 
In few stories we also notice that there is nothing except the 
absured words which can't create a better sense of humour every 
time. For example we can mention Azharul Himar's reply, a humerus 
character of chapter eight, when he was asked how did he taste 
watermelon. He replied ia^^^j^Ci. (I have never tasted 
latrine) - Which was totally absurd and not fit for the civilized society. 
Such kind of stories create a bad sense rather than made us laugh. 
It only shows that Ibn-al-Jawzi did not want to spare anything of 
humour whatever low graded. 
The book Akhbar-al-Hamqa is a master piece in the Arabic 
literature. Because we know that literature is the mirror of life UJJVI) 
(dLL«_liS-ij—aj-A which reflects the life, age and society. In this book 
Ibn-al-Jawzi includes near about fifteen group of people and 
discusses, in details, different kinds of their foolishness and 
carelessness. Ibn-al-Jawzi was born and grew up in Saljuki period. 
During that time the socio-political as well as religious conditions had 
suffered a great deal of deterioration. People did not care about their 
executive post like Imam, Amir, Muazzin or Teacher. Anyone could 
held these post without proper scrutiny. As a result, so much 
awkward things happened in the societies because of their 
11^  
foolishness. All these things have been described in this book. So 
the book in this sense beautifully depicts the Arab society of that time 
though the author perhaps never intended so. 
However inspite of beinga Islamic write, this book also 
throws a light on another side of Ibn-al-Jawzi's life. Here we find a 
strong blend of seriousness and humour in his life. On one hand he 
treats the various problems of the society with seriousness, on the 
other hand he explores the humorous aspect of the people of his 
time. 
We know that the literature serves two purposes that are 
intertainment and instruction. By going through these stories the 
reader can develop the art of creating such humorous stories. Thus 
the book Akhbar-al-Hamqa has also the power to create a literary 
bent of mind among the readers. 
This book seems to be a tretise on the Arab fools. Dealing 
with various aspect of fools life, it can offer us complete information 
about them. It can make the reader aware of the fool when they 
come accross such people in their day to day life. 
Though the book has been acknowledge for its various merits, 
there remains some flaws (draw backs) which deserve some sort of 
attention. The writer has used physical features as a symptom of a 
MA 
fool. In doing so he has over emphasised physical appearence over 
mental capability. Such as those people having the long sized beard, 
big eyes, small head ets, are generalized to be a fool. But in 
practically it can not be applicable to all such people. In other case, 
we can say that the Imams, the Muazzins, the Teacher, the judges 
or the governors are expected to be knowledgable, good, sober, 
humble or honourable persons in the Muslim society.But 
Ibn-al-Jawzi, by depicting them as clown, has inverted the traditional 
picture of these highly respected peoples. This may bhngs criticism 
from the orthodox people of Muslim community. 
Being a literary piece,it has failed to create aesthetic sense on 
the same scale. Certain incidents draw more attention of the 
readers where they can get the real essence of the stories. At 
another point the reader hurriedly pases through certain incidents 
due to his inability in comprehending or deriving the meaning from 
those incidents. Such stories are both situational and absurd and the 
examples of which have been quoted earlier in this chapter. 
There are many stories where the author describes 
grammatical mistakes of the fools. If these stories are translated or 
listened by the people other than the Arabic known person; they will 
not enjoy it fully as well as such kind of mistakes create a little sense 
of humour. For example, the author describes an incident of a boy , 
in chapter eleven, who read out a sentence by saying jAxxui^ CYi > 
cr-i*—f**" • Here the author only wants to point out the grammatical 
mistakes as the boy had to sayQyt±tJijAjujM^Ji^XA. In such cases 
the reader or the listener has nothing to do with the meaning of the 
sentence. Because both sentences contain the same meaning. Only 
the different between the two sentences is gramatical mistake. Such 
kind of inciedent only the Arabic known people will understand 
although the book is translated into the reader's own language. 
In conclusion, we can say that Ibn-al-Jawzi was a great 
thinker, critic as well as a reformer of his age. He played a significant 
role in preaching by his oratorical speeches or admonitions. He was 
so well know in the oratorical speech that the Khalifas, Amirs or 
Governors used to attend his sessions. Besides, he was a 
jurisprudent, prolific and versatile writer of his age. Notwithstanding 
these characters, we also can say in the light of his book Akhbar-al-
Hamqa, that he was a keen observer of the societies. He critically 
observed all the facts and absurdities happened by the different 
group of people. Compiling all these stories of the fools, perhaps 
Ibn-al-Jawzi satirically wants the amendments and to regain 
consciousness among the masses to respect their execute 
\r* 
posts.The stories which have been mentioned in the book 'Akhbar-al 
Hamqa' are not confined to any particular group of society. These 
stories are universally applicable and can be enjoyed by the people 
of different ethnicities other than the Arabs. 
in 
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